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Abstract
Sympathetic cooling and Coulomb crystallisation of molecular ions above the
surface of an ion-trap chip were demonstrated. N+2 and CaH+ ions were con-
fined in a surface-electrode radiofrequency ion trap and cooled by the inter-
action with laser-cooled Ca+ ions to secular translational temperatures in the
milliKelvin range. The configuration of trapping potentials generated by the sur-
face electrodes enabled the formation of planar bicomponent Coulomb crystals
and the spatial separation of the molecular from the atomic ions. The struc-
tural and thermal properties of the crystals were characterized using molecular
dynamics simulations. The eﬀects of trap anharmoncities on the shape and
energy of bicomponent crystals were theoretically investigated. It was shown
that the trapping potentials can also deliberately be engineered to spatially
separate ion species in bicomponent crystals. Furthermore, a multi-functional
surface-electrode radiofrequency ion-trap chip has been developed to enable ex-
periments with cold molecular ions using a monolithic device. The chip was
designed to combine various tasks such as loading and preparation of ions, mass
spectrometry, spectroscopy, reaction studies, and manipulation of ion crystals
in a miniaturised device. This chip features carefully engineered ion channel
intersections that enable transporting sympathetically cooled molecular ions in
the form of bicomponent crystals. A detailed description of the fabrication and
simulation of the two chips are presented. The present study extends chip-
based trapping techniques to Coulomb-crystallised molecular ions with poten-
tial applications in mass spectrometry, cold chemistry, quantum technology, and
spectroscopy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Cold and controlled atomic and
molecular ions
Major developments in modern atomic, molecular, and optical physics over the
past decades are due to a remarkable progress in techniques for producing, trap-
ping and controlling cold and ultracold atoms [1, 2]. Once particles are cooled
to low kinetic energies, their wave nature may manifest itself in measurements
or quantitative observations1. The techniques developed for coherent manipula-
tion of atomic systems using electromagnetic interactions were pivotal for many
advancements [3]. Such well-controlled quantum systems provide experimental
benchmarks to test theories as well as detailed probes of fundamental concepts,
e.g., the time invariance of physical constants [4, 5], the Lorentz covariance [6],
and collision mechanisms [7, 8].
Along with the growth of fundamental studies, cold atoms and atomic ions
have important applications. Quantum information science has found one of its
most promising platform in laser-cooled trapped ions [9], and the experimental
achievements attained thus far in quantum computation are to a large extent
based on ion-trap processors [10–13]. Quantum simulations [14–16], quantum-
1The measure often used for quantification is the de Broglie wavelength of the particle
 =h/mv, where h is the Planck’s constant, and m and v are the mass and velocity of the
particle.
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state engineering [17], atom interferometry and meteorology [18–20], in partic-
ular extraordinarily precise atomic clocks [21], have been realised based on cold
atomic systems. These cutting-edge fields are expected to play leading roles in
new jumps in science and technology.
Originally inspired by the field of cold atoms, cold molecule research became
a widely interesting topic which has introduced innovative approaches and pur-
sued its own aims [22]. Molecular systems are more complicated compared to
atomic ones, but also more appealing from some aspects. The wealth of the
frequency ranges available in a molecular quantum system resulting from the
electronic, vibrational, and rotational degrees of freedom oﬀers untold possibil-
ities for new experiments. In addition, molecules may exhibit large electric and
magnetic moments, which can enable better control of the molecules, as well as
properties that do not exist in atoms, e.g., conformations which are important
for reaction studies [23] and chirality which is important for symmetry violation
studies [24].
The exquisite control of the internal and external degrees of freedom of the
molecules which can already be achieved paves the way for new applications in
quantum technology [25, 26], precision spectroscopy [27–31], mass spectrometry
[32, 33], reaction studies, and cold chemistry [34–37]. Cold molecular ions may
enable even higher precision for some applications such as time-frequency stand-
ards [38] and explorations of the time invariace of physical constants [39, 40].
However, significant diﬃculties in cooling molecules arise because, in most
cases, their complex energy level structure precludes the implementation of
closed optical transitions. Thus, standard techniques of atomic physics like laser
cooling and fluorescence detection of single particles are at best only applicable
to a very restricted number of molecular systems (Section 1.2.1). Therefore,
significant eﬀorts have been invested into developing methods for controlling
translational and internal degrees of freedom of molecules (Section 1.2).
In this context, "cold" refers to a low average kinetic energy of species in the
range of 1mK . hEkini/kB . 1K, while "ultracold" denotes hEkini/kB . 1mK.
It is customary in the field to present the average kinetic energy of samples
hEkini in units of Kelvin with hEkini/kB, where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
However, in many cases, no temperature is assigned to species due to the fact
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that they are not in thermal equilibrium with their environment, and hence, their
velocity distribution significantly deviates from Maxwell-Boltzmann behaviour
[22].
1.2 Methods of production
The technology for preparing and controlling cold and ultracold molecular spe-
cies has made impressive progress over the past 20 years [41–43]. The methods
developed are broadly divided into two categories of indirect and direct tech-
niques. In the former, laser-cooled atoms (usually alkali metals) are combined
to form molecules. In photoassociation, a bound state, which is often excited
rotationally and vibrationally, is formed by the absoption of a photon [44]. Mag-
netic association via Feshbach resonances is another important mechanism [45].
In both methods, the molecules formed are translationally ultracold, as their
constituent atoms. Furthermore, the resulting molecular clouds feature high
phase-space density, which is important for the formation of Bose-Einstein con-
densates (BEC). However, these techniques are limited to mostly alkali metal
dimers [22].
Direct methods start with the molecules to be studied and employ a range
of strategies which enable cooling a variety of molecules. Buﬀer gas cooling is
widely used owing to its generality and simplicity, which depends only on the
elastic scattering cross section of cold helium and target molecules. The mo-
lecules cooled in buﬀer-gas cells can be trapped magnetically or used in order to
generate molecular beams [22]. Another method is based on selecting out a slow
fraction of a molecular sample taking advantage of the Stark eﬀect in a curved
electrostatic quadrupole [46], which was employed in a pioneering ion-neutral
collision experiment at milliKelvin temperatures [34]. Pulsed molecular beams
and supersonically expanded packets of molecules are required as starting points
for an important class of cooling techniques: Stark and Zeeman deceleration [47].
In these techniques, inhomogeneous electric and magnetic fields are used to de-
terministically accelerate or decelerate neutral molecules to desired velocities.
Recently, centrifuge deceleration [48] and optoelectrical cooling of polar mo-
lecules using the Sisyphus cooling technique [49] have been demonstrated. Such
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outstanding achievements, however, have been obtained in very expensive and
sophisticated machines. The diversity of these techniques and the complexity
of the experimental setups used again emphasize formidable challenges in the
field.
Molecular ions can be more precisely controlled to achieve ultralow tem-
peratures. Standard techniques for trapping charged particles in ion traps [50]
(Section 1.3) have been widely used in molecular physics, e.g., spectroscopy and
reaction studies [51]. Therefore, ion trapping combined with cooling techniques
has become a versatile tool in the field. The key advantage of this technique is
that ions are highly isolated from the environment which allows long interroga-
tion times. In the following, we focus on Doppler laser cooling and sympathetic
cooling; two methods which enable the formation of cold molecular ions at sub-
Kelvin temperatures.
1.2.1 Doppler laser cooling
Doppler laser cooling [52] has been a standard technique in atomic physics for
more than three decades [53]. In Doppler laser cooling, absorption of light leads
to the transfer of momentum from the radiation field to the particles. If the
atoms decay by spontaneous emission, the associated recoil is in a random dir-
ection, and thus, over many scattering events (e.g., > 104) is averaged out.
Photons of the laser beam, which is slightly red detuned from the atomic reson-
ance, are preferentially absorbed by those atoms which are moving antiparallel
to the k-vector of the beam and fulfil the frequency mismatch according to the
Doppler shift. Selected atomic choices for laser cooling are typically alkaline
atoms, e.g., Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs, and alkaline earth ions, for instance Be+,
Mg+, Ca+, Ba+, and Sr+, due to their simple energy-level structures which allow
the implementation of closed optical transitions.
Ions confined in a trap (Section 1.3) can be laser cooled such that they
undergo a phase transition resulting in the formation of ordered structures of
translationally cold and spatially localised ions called Coulomb crystals [54, 55].
To achieve this, the potential energy of ions have to exceed their kinetic energies
by a factor of   ' 170 in a typical experiment. This factor is called plasma-
4
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coupling parameter and is expressed by:
  =
Epot
Ekin
=
q2
4⇡✏0aWSkBT
. (1.1)
Here, q is the charge of the ion and aWS is the Wigner-Seitz radius which is
given by the density of ions in these systems [56]. Intriguing properties of such
confined plasmas have extensively been explored [57–60]. More importantly, the
application of such crystals in various experiments resulted in developing novel
techniques for precise measurements, e.g., collision studies [8, 34, 36].
Sympathetic crystalisation of co-trapped ions [61] in particular is of great
importance for experiments with molecules enabling the cooling of cold molecu-
lar ions down to temperatures of milliKelvins. This technique is used as the
basis of the present study, and structural and thermal properties of a variety of
Coulomb-crystallised molecular ions have been explored.
Laser cooling of molecules requires nearly diagonal Frank-Condon factors
which allow acceptably small losses in the cooling cycles. These quasi-closed
optical cycles have been employed in order to cool magneto-optically trapped
SrF [62], YO [63], and more recently a supersonic beam of CaF molecules [64]. In
addition, theoretical investigations have identified promising candidates for such
experiments; RaF [65, 66] as well as ionic species BH+ and AlH+ [67]. There are
also proposals for the laser cooling of alkaline earth metal monohydrides [68, 69]
and OH molecules [70]. Recent calculations point to the possibility of the laser
cooling of some non-linear, polyatomic molecules such as CaCH3 [71] which have
yet to be demonstrated. Although these studies present new perspectives for
experiments with cold molecules, the very limited choice of molecules restricts
wider applications and thus alternative techniques are required.
1.2.2 Sympathetic cooling
Sympathetic cooling relies on the energy exchange between simultaneously trapp-
ed ions of diﬀerent types2 where only one is directly cooled with radiation. Laser-
2To achieve this, the trapping parameter have to be chosen such that both species fulfil
the trapping stability criteria (Section 2.1.1).
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cooled atomic ions acting as a charged "buﬀer gas" serve to remove the kinetic
energy of other ionic species through elastic collisions. The key advantage of
this technique is that it does not depend on internal level structures or electric
or magnetic moment of the particles. The cooling eﬃciency depends on the
mass-to-charge ratio, temperatures, spatial distribution, and the number of ions
of both types [72]. The long range Coulomb scattering allows eﬃcient cooling
which may result in translational temperatures below 10 mK for sympathetic-
ally cooled ions [61]. Consequently, the benefits of laser-cooled atomic ions, i.e.,
long-term confinement and low temperatures, are transferred to sympathetically
cooled ions while they are not internally perturbed by the cooling lasers applied.
As follows from the above discussion, this method is widely applicable to a
variety of ion species, and is rightly known as a "work-horse" technique in the
field [54]. In analogy to the development of the cold atomic and cold molecular
physics, sympathetically cooled ions were first observed in atomic systems [73,
74], and later in molecular ones [75, 76]. The technique is applicable to molecules
ranging from diatomic to large biomolecules [77] and highly charged particles
[78]. It has recently been combined with helium buﬀer-gas techniques to also
achieve cooling of the internal molecular degrees of freedom [79].
A number of other important applications significantly benefits from sym-
pathetic cooling. For instance, the central idea of quantum logic spectroscopy
relies on this method [80]. For quantum information processing based on trapped
ions, sympathetic cooling is important because the laser cooling would cause dis-
sipation of the internal states of ions, while it is crucial to implement quantum
logic operations without aﬀecting the information stored in ions [81, 82].
In this work, sympathetic cooling and Coulomb crystallisation of molecular
ions were used as the basis for all the experiments demonstrated. The theoretical
studies, e.g., molecular dynamic simulations, as well as calculations for trapping
potentials and guides are based on this cooling technique for molecular ions.
1.3 Ion trapping advancements
Ion traps have taken a prominent position in physics and chemistry since their
development in the 1950’s and 1960’s by Hans Dehmelt [83] and Wolfgang Paul
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[84]. Two types of ion traps are mainly used; Paul and Penning traps. In Paul
traps (also referred to as radiofrequency (RF) traps), time-varying and static
electric fields are applied together to generate a three-dimensional confinement.
By contrast, in a Penning trap a magnetic field in combination with a static
electric field provides the trapping potential. In recent years, several variants
of trap geometries have been employed leading to revolutionary developments
in ion trapping and have enabled unprecedented levels of control over quantum
systems. One groundbreaking advance was the miniaturisation of ion traps [85]
which was inspired by the requirement for the scalability that possibly enables
large-scale quantum information processing [86].
A special variant of miniaturised traps are surface-electrode (SE) traps in
which all electrodes lie in a plane and the ions are trapped at a certain height
above the surface [85, 87, 88]. This new generation of ion traps oﬀers high
flexibility in shaping the trapping potentials, large gradients of potentials and
fields, and an open geometry which significantly facilitates, e.g., optical access.
Such traps have been used for the precise manipulation of trapped particles by
capitalizing on the strong field gradients achievable in microstructured devices
[89], for improving the scalability of traps [90] which is of importance for the
fast shuttling and separation of ions [91, 92], and quantum simulations [93].
An extremely important aspect of miniaturised traps is that they can benefit
from high precision fabrication techniques. In particular, SE traps feature higher
flexibility for designing and shaping electrode structures on two-dimensional
geometries, as well as significant potential for scalability. Therefore, cutting-
edge technologies in, e.g, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) [85, 94],
surface science [95], and semiconductor technology [96, 97] have been used to
overcome practical limitations of conventional machining methods.
While chip techniques for atomic species are by now well established [98],
their extension to molecules has proven challenging. For polar neutral molecules
such as CO and Rydberg atoms, the deceleration and trapping on a chip has
recently been achieved using their interaction with time-varying inhomogeneous
electric fields generated by microstructured electrodes on a surface [99, 100].
In this study, we present the application of this new trapping technology for
experiments with cold molecular ions based on radio-frequency (RF) surface-
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electrode ion traps.
1.4 This thesis
This work presents an investigation into the capabilities of single-layer ion-trap
chip devices for experiments with cold molecular ions. The aim of the project was
first to demonstrate sympathetic cooling of molecular ions in a surface-electrode
radiofrequency trap, and second to characterise the energetic and structural
properties of bicomponent Coulomb crystals in the trap using molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulation methods (Section 2.6.2).
A theoretical introduction to the concepts used in this thesis is presented
in Chapter 2. As a part of this work, a six-wire, SE ion trap as well as the
experimental setup used to test the trap were developed of which Chapter 3
provides a detailed account.
This thesis presents the first demonstration and characterization of sympath-
etically cooled molecular ions in a surface-electrode ion trap. N+2 and CaH+ ions
were confined in the SE trap and cooled by the interaction with laser-cooled Ca+
ions to secular translational temperatures in the milliKelvin range3. The config-
uration of trapping potentials generated by the surface electrodes enabled the
formation of planar bicomponent Coulomb crystals and the spatial separation
of the molecular from the atomic ions on the chip. The influence of trap anhar-
monicities on the properties of bicomponent crystals was theoretically explored
giving an insight into the main distinct between symmetric and asymmetric
trapping architectures. These results are discussed in detail in Chapter 4, and
covered in Refs. [104, 105].
Having established the basis for experiments with molecular ions in a SE
trap, a multi-functional monolithic chip was designed which integrates dedic-
ated trapping zones for the preparation, cooling, spectroscopy, chemistry and
mass spectrometry of molecular ions. The chip consists of two planar junctions
3Nitrogen molecular cation is an interesting choice because it is one of the most extens-
ively studied molecules in spectroscopy [101]. Metal hydride ions are useful for applications
in quantum logic spectroscopy [102], frequency standards and black-body radiation (BBR)
thermometry [103].
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(Section 2.5.2); a cross between four quadrupolar channels and a quadrupole-
to-octupole field-modifying junction. Capitalizing on the flexibility of planar
structures, each constituent element of the geometry has comprehensively been
optimised. As a result, the optimised structure will enable smooth transporting
of cold ions via precisely shaped trapping potentials in the quadrupolar as well
as octupolar channels. Chapter 5 presents details of the design of this multi-
functional chip. Considerations with regards to the fabrication of the chip are
given in Chapter 6. The resulting work is the first step that has been accom-
plished towards "Cold Chemistry on a Chip". Finally, Chapter 7 summarises
the results achieved and gives an outlook for the future experiments.
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Chapter 2
Concepts
2.1 Radiofrequency ion traps
2.1.1 Linear Paul traps
Earnshaw’s theorem states that charged particles cannot be confined solely by
means of electrostatic forces [106]. Therefore, radiofrequency ion traps (also
referred to as Paul traps) employ oscillating electric fields in combination with
static fields to provide three-dimensional confinement. A schematic of a linear
Paul trap is depicted in Fig. 2.1 (a). The rods labelled with "RF" are held
at VRFcos(⌦RFt), where VRF and ⌦RF denote the zero-to-peak amplitude and
frequency of the RF voltage, respectively. Additionally, a static potential UEND
is applied to each "endcap" electrode. Near the geometrical centre of the trap,
this configuration of voltages1 gives rise to a potential
 (x , y , z , t) =
VRF
2
⇣
1  (x2 y2)R2
⌘
cos(⌦RFt) +
UEND
z20
⇣
z2   x2+y22
⌘
. (2.1)
1Note that if the RF potential is generated by all rods with RF voltages of opposite polarity
applied to adjacent electrodes, e.g. following Ref. [107], the RF potential is given by
 RF = VRF(
x2   y2
R2
)cos(⌦RFt),
which provides two times stiﬀer confinement. In miniaturised traps, only one RF voltage is
applied to avoid heating eﬀects [85].
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RF
RF
DC
DC
(a) (b) 
(c) y
z
x
y´
x´
y´
x´
y´
x´
local maximum
minimum
2z0
R
Figure 2.1: (a) A schematic of the electrode configuration of a linear Paul trap
following the design of Ref. [8]. The rods are assumed to be parallel and located
at the vertices of a square. The eight outer most segmented electrodes are
called "endcap" electrodes. (b,c) Contour plots of the RF potential at the
instance t = 0 and the normalised pseudopotential (Section 2.1.3) in the radial
plane perpendicular to the trap symmetry axis z. The ions are trapped at the
minimum of pseudopotential where the RF field vanishes (RF null line).
Here, R is a scaling factor, often taken as the distance between the trap centre
and the nearest electrode [108], 2z0 is the distance between the endcap elec-
trodes, and  is a geometrical factor which is determined either using numerical
solutions of the Laplace equation for a specific geometry, or experimentally [109].
Due to the symmetry of the trap geometry, it is often suﬃcient to assume2 that
only orthogonal harmonic terms contribute to the static potential3
 DC = C2xx
2 + C2yy
2 + C2zz
2. (2.2)
2For a given trap, the validity of this assumption has to be verified.
3Although "DC" stands for direct current, it is customary in the ion trapping community
to use this abbreviation for static potentials as well as the trap electrodes that are used to
generate static trapping fields.
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The coeﬃcients C2x, C2y, and C2z can be extracted from a three-dimensional fit
to numerically calculated potentials, and thus,  is given by:
 =
C2zz20
UEND
=
 2C2xz20
UEND
=
 2C2yz20
UEND
(2.3)
For instance, for the trap employed in [8] it was calculated to be 0.334 [110].
The electric field close to the trap centre is written as:
E =  r  =
0BB@
 VRFR2 cos(⌦RFt)x+ UENDz20 x
+VRFR2 cos(⌦RFt)y +
UEND
z20
y
 2UEND
z20
z
1CCA . (2.4)
2.1.2 Motion of trapped ions and the Mathieu equations
The classical equations of the motion for a single ion with mass m in a linear
Paul trap are derived from the field in Eqn. 2.4: Fi = mr¨i = qEi, i 2 {x, y, z},
where rx ⌘ x(t), ry ⌘ y(t), and rz ⌘ z(t), and hence is formulated as:
r¨i + [ai + 2qicos(2⌧)]ri = 0, (2.5)
where ⌧ ⌘ ⌦RF2 t and 8>>><>>>:
ax = ay =  1
2
az =  4qUEND
m⌦2RFz
2
0
,
qx =  qy = 2qVRF
m⌦2RFR
2
, qz = 0.
(2.6)
In the z direction, when qUEND _ az > 0, ions are confined in a harmonic well
along the trap axis with a frequency !z = ⌦RF2
p
az. In the x and y directions,
Eqn. 2.5 is in the form of the standard Mathieu equation [111]. The solutions
are given by:
rj(⌧) = Aje
i j⌧
n=+1X
n= 1
C2ne
i2n⌧ +Bje
 i j⌧
n=+1X
n= 1
C2ne
 i2n⌧ , j 2 {x, y}. (2.7)
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Here, Aj and Bj are constants which depend on the inital conditions. By sub-
stituting Eqn. 2.7 into Eqn. 2.5, one obtains a recursion relation for C2n as well
as an expression for  i [50]. For stable ion trapping, the primary stability region
in the ai-qi space is used [50, 112]. When |ai|, |qi|⌧ 1, the solution in Eqn. 2.7
is approximated by keeping only the terms with the C 2, C0, C+2 coeﬃcients.
Thus, the value of  i can be analytically calculated,
 i '
r
ai +
q2i
2
. (2.8)
Thus, the solution of Eqn. 2.5 is given by [111]:
ri(t) ' r1icos(!it+  i)[1 + qi
2
cos(⌦RFt)], (2.9)
where  i depends on the initial conditions of the position and velocity of the ion.
The first term called the "secular" motion of the ion is the harmonic oscillation
at frequency !i,
!i ' ⌦RF
2
 i . (2.10)
The second term driven by the RF field is referred to as "micromotion" of the
ion. This "intrinsic" micromotion is unavoidable and arises from the secular
motion of the ion around the RF null line. If the trapped ion is in addition
subject to a uniform static electric field EDC, the solution in Eqn. 2.9 becomes:
ri(t) ' r1icos(!it+  i)[1 + qi
2
cos(⌦RFt)] +
qEDC,i
m!2i
+
p
2EDC,i
m!i⌦RF
cos(⌦RFt). (2.11)
These two additional terms result from the displacement of the ion from the RF
null line. The third term is the positional oﬀset caused by EDC, and the forth
term is called "excess" micromotion. This cannot be repressed by laser cooling,
and therefore, static fields driving ions oﬀ the RF null line must be suppressed
to avoid adverse eﬀects of excess micromotion, such as the alternation of the
atomic transition line shape, second-order Doppler shift and its adverse eﬀects
on the laser cooling rate [108].
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In more generality, Eqn. 2.5 can be rewritten as [113]
x¨i +
X
j
Aijxj + 2
X
j
Qijxjcos(2⌧) = 0, (2.12)
where xi, i 2 {x, y, z}, stand for the ion coordinates. A and Qmatrices represent
multidimensional generalised stability parameters [113, 114]:
Aij =
4q
m⌦2RF
✓
@2 DC
@xi@xj
◆
, Qij =
2q
m⌦2RF
✓
@2 RF
@xi@xj
◆
. (2.13)
If the trapping potential is perfectly harmonic, the A and Q matrices are trace-
less due to the Laplace equation (Section 3.1.4).
Usually pseudopotential approximation (Section 2.1.3) is used first to de-
termine the trapping frequencies. Strictly speaking, the trapping frequencies
are obtained from the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of the trapping poten-
tial  ,
H = q
0B@@
2
x @x@y @x@z
@y@x @2y @y@z
@z@x @z@y @2z
1CA . (2.14)
where @xi ⌘ @@xi , i 2 {x, y, z}, and are evaluated at the ion’s position, i.e., the
trap centre. The motional frequencies !i are then calculated from the eigenvalues
⇤i:
!i =
r
⇤i
m
. (2.15)
The second derivatives are often referred to as "curvature". The harmonic os-
cillations occur along three orthogonal eigenvectors which define a basis along
which the ions’ motion is independent from other directions. These eigenvalues
and eigenvectors define the normal modes of a given system. In principle, for
multipole ions in a trap as well as in the presence of anharmonic terms in  ,
these motions are coupled [115].
In general, for all kinds of linear (i.e., translationally symmetric) RF traps,
in the absence of the static field, transverse secular frequencies are well approx-
imated by !x = !y = qx⌦RF/
p
8 [3]. In any case, !x 6= !y may mean that ax
and ay have diﬀerent values and/or signs that result in the broken degeneracy
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of these radial oscillating modes (Section 3.1.4). The operation conditions for a
given trap is often characterised by the "anisotropy parameter" [116, 117]
↵(x,y) = !
2
z/!
2
(x,y), (2.16)
where, the z axis is the weakest axis. For specific values of ↵(x,y), ion Cou-
lomb crystals undergo phase transitions [118] and planar Coulomb crystals can
be formed which are important for applications in quantum computation and
quantum simulation [119–121].
2.1.3 Adiabatic approximation
Consider a particle with mass m and charge q under the influence of a trapping
electric field E = E0(r)cos(⌦RFt). One can assume that the spatial variation of
this field is smooth such that the Taylor expansion of E0(r) can be truncated
after two terms:
E0(r(t)) = E0(rs(t))  (r0 ·r)E0(rs(t))cos(⌦RFt). (2.17)
Here, the ion coordinate r(t) is given by superimposing a smooth drift term rs(t)
and a fast oscillating term rµ(t):
r(t) = rs(t) + rµ(t) = rs(t) + r0cos(⌦RFt), (2.18)
where r0 =  qm⌦2RFE0. By substituting Eqn. 2.17 and 2.18 into the equation of
the motion of the ion mr¨ = qE, one obtains:
mr¨s  m⌦2RFr0cos(⌦RFt) = qE0(rs)cos(⌦RFt)  q(r0 ·r)E0(rs)cos2(⌦RFt).
(2.19)
This expression is simplified using the vector analysis identity (E0 · r)E0 =
1
2rE20   E0 ⇥ (r ⇥ E0), and because r ⇥ E0 = 0, the time averaged form of
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Eqn. 2.19 can be written as:
hmr¨sit = hq21
2
rE20cos2(⌦RFt)it, (2.20a)
mr¨s =   q
2
4m⌦2RF
rE20. (2.20b)
The right-hand side of Eqn. 2.20 can be seen as a negative gradient of a time-
independent potential called the "pseudopotential",
 ps =
q2
4m⌦2RF
E20. (2.21)
Note that this result is obtained based on two assumptions. First, (rs(t))
changes slowly on the time scale of 2⇡/⌦RF, i.e., r¨s ⌧ ⌦RFr˙s. The second is
E0(rs(t)) is approximately constant over one cycle of the RF oscillation, that is
r˙0 ⌧ ⌦RFr0. These two assumptions together are referred to as the "adiabatic
approximation". Behaving adiabatically typically requires a high RF frequency
and other changes in time to be slow. This is quantified using a dimensionless
ratio called the "adiabacity parameter"
⌘ =
k2(r0.r)E0(rs)k
kE0(rs)k . (2.22)
This can be simplified to:
⌘ =
2qkrE0(rs)k
m⌦2RF
. (2.23)
The validity of the adiabatic approximation relies on small values of ⌘ < 0.3
[51]. This ensures that the spatial variation of the inhomogeneous electric field
is smooth such that the change of the field is much smaller than the field itself
(Eqn. 2.22).
The total energy of ions within this approximation is a constant of the mo-
tion, and is formulated as:
E =
1
2
mr˙2s +
q2
4 m⌦2RF
kr  RFk2 + q DC. (2.24)
The first term is the kinetic energy of the slow motion called secular kinetic
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energy. The second and third term together form the total eﬀective trapping
potential  t experienced by the ions as the sum of a time-independent pseudo-
potential  ps and a static potential  DC :
 t(x, y, z) =  ps +  DC
=
q2
4 m⌦2RF
kr  RFk2 + q DC.
(2.25)
The pseudopotential represents the kinetic energy of the micromotion of the ion.
For considering micromotion eﬀects, the position and kinetic energy of the ion
due to micromotion can be written as:
rµ(t) =   q
m⌦2RF
E0cos(⌦RFt), (2.26a)
Eµ,kin =
q2
2m⌦2RF
|E0|2sin2(⌦RFt), (2.26b)
The trap depth is calculated within the adiabatic approximation. The in-
trinsic trap depth is defined as the diﬀerence between the pseudopotential min-
imum at the RF null line and its local maxima, i.e., saddle points shown in
Fig. 2.1 (c). The eﬀective or total trap depth is defined as the diﬀerence between
the minimum of the total trapping potential (Eqn. 2.25) and its saddle points,
where ions can escape from the trap, in the presence of the static potential.
2.1.4 Types of trap geometries
A linear Paul trap (Section 2.1.1) can be modified in order to create linear RF
traps which are suitable for miniaturisation. Figure 2.2 illustrates three classes
of such designs where the confinement in the transverse plane (x, y) is provided
by RF electrodes, and DC electrodes are segmented to allow confining along the
z axis.
Three- and two-layer traps (Fig.2.2 (a) and (b)) present symmetric trapping
configurations in the sense that ions are confined between the electrodes. In such
symmetric designs, there is more flexibility of the orientation of laser beams (Sec-
tion 2.2.2) in comparison with asymmetric traps. Three-layer designs provide
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RF static voltage
(a) (b) (c) y xz
Figure 2.2: Schematics of diﬀerent linear trap geometries. (a) A three-layer
design with segmented DC electrodes surrounding the RF electrodes. (b) A
two-layer design where the RF and DC electrodes are diagonally opposite. (c)
A surface-electrode design in which all the electrodes reside in one plane.
better control over static trapping fields which is suitable for the compensa-
tion of stray fields as well as shuttling. Two-layer designs feature the highest
trapping stiﬀness as compared to three- and single-layer designs with the same
ion-to-electrode distance [85, 122].
Figure 2.2 (c) shows a single-layer design, referred to as a surface-electrode
(SE) trap, where all the electrodes lie in a single plane and confining fields are
generated above the electrode surface [87]. This asymmetric trap geometry is
particularly important for several applications. The focus in this study is on the
development of such linear SE ion-trap devices, which are discussed in detail in
the following.
2.2 Surface-electrode ion traps
SE traps (Fig. 2.3) feature a number of advantages. First, this type of trap
architecture oﬀers great scalability which is important for large-scale quantum
computation and shuttling of ions [86]. One of the key advantages is that SE
structures exhibit enormous flexibility to be patterned, and thus are suited for
complicated electrode geometries required [123] (Chapter 5). In addition, SE
traps benefit from high-precision fabrication techniques [85] (Chapter 6). The
open geometry of the trap provides wide access to the trap centre. Thus SE
traps show potential to be integrated with other useful on-chip components.
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Figure 2.3: Projection of the electrodes of a linear Paul trap to a surface-
electrode trap where all the electrodes lie in a single plane and ions are trapped
at a certain height h above the surface.
These features make SE traps a superior choice for some new experiments as
demonstrated in this work.
2.2.1 Trapping potential for single-layer geometries
In SE traps, ions are confined at a certain height above the surface of electrodes
called the trapping height, and this must coincide with the position of the RF
null line in order to avoid excess micromotion. The height of the RF null line for
a given design depends only on the width of the RF electrodes and the distance
between these two [124] (Fig. 2.3). SE quadrupole traps, with translational
symmetry along the trap axis, are usually realised in the form of four-, five-,
and six-wire designs (Fig.2.4 (a-d)).
General characteristics of trapping potentials can be obtained using analyt-
ical calculations [114, 124, 125]. However, analytical calculations [114, 124, 125]
are subject to a set of approximations called the "gapless plane approxima-
tion"(Section 2.6.1). Therefore, solutions of the Laplace equation for SE traps
are calculated numerically. The accurate model of the trapping potential is
required for the determination of the secular frequencies, the trap depth and
height.
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Figure 2.4: Cross-section in the xy plane for diﬀerent SE traps. (a) Four-wire
design in which the principal axes are intrinsically tilted with respect to the
vertical direction. (b) Five-wire design with diﬀerent RF-electrode widths which
leads to the intrinsic rotated axes. (c) Five-wire design where RF electrodes are
symmetric and one principal axis is perpendicular to the surface. (d) Six-wire
design with a split central electrode where one principal axis perpendicular to
the surface.
2.2.2 Orientation of the principal axes
To eﬃciently laser cool ions, the k-vector of the cooling beam must have a
component along all three principal axes of the trap [126]. In SE traps, laser
beams are commonly aligned parallel to the surface. The purpose of this is to
avoid producing photoelectrons and scattered light which aﬀect the florescence
detection and build-up charges on exposed dielectrics. In this way, laser cooling
beams have no projection along the vertical axis y.
To address this issue, the principal axes are oriented either using asym-
metric geometries of electrodes (Fig.2.4 (a-b)) or asymmetric settings of static
potentials (Fig.2.4 (c-d)). In 5-wire designs with symmetric RF electrodes
(Fig.2.4 (c)), static voltages applied to DC electrodes are used to tilt the prin-
cipal axes. In addition, the central electrode between the two RF ones shown
in Fig.2.4 (c) can be split into two as in Fig.2.4 (d) in order to provide more
degrees of freedom for designing static voltages and thus tilting the trap axes
[127]. A method for calculating static voltages for a desired tilt angle is detailed
in Section 3.1.3.
As a result of the orientation of the principal axes, the motion of ions are
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coupled and the stability regions are modified. However, it has been shown that
the primary stability region is insensitive to the change of the principal axes
orientation, and particularly in case of fourty-five degree tilt, this region is even
larger [113]. Based on this investigation, stability diagrams of classical Paul
traps can be safely used for other traps with a relative angle between RF and
DC principal axes.
2.2.3 Trap asymmetry and anharmonicity of trapping po-
tential
An evident consequence of the lack of symmetry in SE traps is a considerable
deviation of the trapping potential from the harmonic behaviour [115]. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 2.5, the intrinsic asymmetry of the trap geometry manifests
itself in large odd-order terms in the trapping potential. Another source of an-
harmonic terms in the potential is the miniaturisation of the trap geometry. For
a given trap with a characteristic length l, the n-th order term in the poten-
tial scales with l n+2 [115]. The Coulomb interaction between ions in a trap
introduces significant anharmonicities [128, 129]. Therefore, anharmonicity ef-
fects should be taken into account when investigating ion Coulomb crystals in
miniaturised SE traps.
Anharmonicities in the trapping potential cause a number of disadvantages.
These eﬀects can be realised in two regimes, weak and strong [115]. The former
leads to the modification of the amplitude and frequencies of normal modes of
trapped ions, while the latter gives rise to amplitude-dependent shifts of trapping
frequencies. Anharmonic terms of the trapping potential can cause instabilities
[130], as well as non-linear resonances [131, 132] which result in the loss of ions,
and consequently, incorrect measurements of reaction rates [131]. Other causes
are heating ions due to the operation in the non-adiabatic regime, as well as
adverse eﬀects on the eﬀective trapping depth [51, 133].
Anharmonicities can be introduced deliberately using tailored control fields
to engineer ion crystals with special properties [134, 135]. These can be also
employed to selectively address transitions and coherently control the motional
mode of ions [136, 137].
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Figure 2.5: A schematic plot of an anharmonic potential generated by an SE
trap highlighting the contribution of odd-order terms, in particular y3. The
dashed line shows a harmonic potential yielding the same secular frequency at
the trapping height h above the surface.
2.3 Multipole traps
Multipole traps feature a large field-free volume which is of significant prac-
tical importance for cold reaction studies [51, 138]. A 2N -pole trap consists
of 2N conductive narrow rods equally spaced around a cylinder of radius ⇢0
at angular position of m⇡/N , where m is an integer number. A RF voltage
V = VRFcos(⌦RFt) with opposite polarity applied to adjacent rods is used. For
infinitely long cylindrical configurations, the solutions of the Laplace equation
in the plane polar coordinates (⇢, ✓) gives rise to the following field near the axis
of the cylinder [51]:
 RF(⇢, ✓) = VRF(
⇢
⇢0
)Ncos(N✓)cos(⌦RFt). (2.27)
Evidently, for N > 2 the equation of the ions’ motion is not linear, in con-
trast to the quadrupole field, and hence, x and y motional modes are coupled.
However, the general behaviour of trapping fields can be characterised within
the adiabatic approximation. The corresponding pseudopotential (Eqn. 2.21) is
written as:
 ps =
qV 2RF
4m⌦2RF
N2
⇢02
(
⇢
⇢0
)2N 2. (2.28)
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of normalised pseudopotentials for quadrupole, hexa-
pole, and octupole fields.
The key advantage of a multipole over a quadrupole trap is that it provides
larger RF-field free regions. For this reason, a 22-pole trap has been widely
used for ion-neutral collision studies at low kinetic energies [138]. The eﬀective
trap depth of multipole traps does not scale with N2 as it depends on the
adiabacity regime of the trap operation [133]. Furthermore, a recent theoretical
investigation showed that buﬀer-gas cooling of a single ion beyond the critical
mass ratio is achievable using multipole RF traps [139].
An octupole trapping potential is particularly suitable for experiments with
cold molecular ions for a number of reasons: (1) as discussed above, it exhibits a
large field free region (Figure 2.6). (2) For simultaneous confinement of two ionic
species with relative mass ratio < 100, the safe value of the adiabacity parameter
is best reached with an octupole (i.e., N = 4) [51]. (3) It has been predicted that
laser-cooled atomic ions in an appropriate octupolar potential form Coulomb
crystals4 [140]. Thus, techniques based on the fluorescence detection could be
used to characterise pure and bicomponent crystals [141]. Intriguing features
of such crystals could be investigated for applications in quantum computation
and quantum simulation.
It is important to develop chip-based multipole traps in order to benefit
4The conditions for the Coulomb crystalisation is described in Section 1.2.1.
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from advantages of miniaturised traps. A 22-pole ion trap based on a two-layer
glass chip was demonstrated in Ref. [142]. However, for the reasons discussed
in Section 2.2, we aimed to employ SE structures to generate multipole fields
(Section 5.4). Analytical calculations show that the stiﬀest possible SE multipole
is much weaker than the stiﬀest possible three-dimensional multipole of the
same order with the same ion-to-electrode distance [124]. Moreover, the broken
symmetry in these traps results in much less intrinsic trap depth (Section 5.4.1).
2.4 Two-dimensional ion-trap arrays
and junction architectures
Two-dimensional ion-trap arrays were originally proposed as a promising plat-
form for large-scale quantum information processing [3, 86]. Towards this goal,
linear and two-dimensional multizone trap arrays were developed to enable
transporting, separating and reordering of ions [90, 143–146]. Ion-trap arrays
can refer also to ion-trap lattices designed for quantum simulations [94, 123, 147]
as well as to ring-shaped ion-trap arrays [148–150]. In the present study, two-
dimensional ion-trap arrays are employed to enable the integration of several
experiments on a monolithic chip device (Chapter 5).
The key ingredient for developing such an ion-trap network is junctions. Usu-
ally a junction is thought of as a connection between identical trap arrays, e.g., a
cross between four quadrupolar channels (Fig. 2.7 (b), Fig. 2.8 (b), and Section
5.3). In addition, a junction can be seen as an element that enables the modi-
fication of trapping fields between two diﬀerent channels, e.g., a quadrupole-to-
octupole junction (Section 5.5). Moreover, these field-modifying junctions can
be used for the separation of a single-harmonic well into a double well trapping
configuration [151]. In analogy to the classification used in Section 2.1.4 for
miniaturised traps, junctions are broadly divided into three categories: three-
and two-layer, as well as surface-electrode (SE) junctions.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.7: Schematics of the three-dimensional junctions that have been used
for the successful transport of ions. (a) A three-layer T-junction design [152]
used for the first demonstration of corner shuttling of ions as well as swapping
of two ions. (b) A two-dimensional X-junction [145] used for highly reliable
transport of ions where the ions’ kinetic energy was increased by only a few
motional quanta. Two diagonal RF bridges (one on the top wafer and the other
on the bottom layer) were incorporated at the center of this junction. Adapted
from Refs. [145, 152].
2.4.1 Two- and three-layer junctions
In principle, there are many possible configurations for connecting linear arrays
of symmetric ion traps (Fig. 2.2 (a-b)). The T- and X-junction structures that
have been already used for successful demonstrations of the ion transportation
[145, 152] are depicted in Fig. 2.7. These junctions feature simple electrode
geometries. In such symmetric designs, the ion channel, which is defined as the
position of the pseudopotential minima, is at the geometrical centre of the cross-
section of these structures. The axial component of the RF field at these ion
channels does not vanish and causes pseudopotential barriers along ion paths
(Section 5.2.3) and ion heating [145].
There is a subtle distinction between three- and two-layer junctions con-
cerning the pseudopotential confinement at the intersection centre. Three-layer
structures provide a confining pseudopotential at the center of the intersection in
both T- (Fig. 2.7 (a)) as well as X-configurations (not shown here). By contrast,
two-layer junctions suﬀer from a lack of harmonic pseudopotential confinement
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at the centre [153]. To address this issue, two RF bridges were incorporated into
the two-layer cross junction demonstrated in Ref. [145] (Fig. 2.7 (b)). As a res-
ult, the bridged version of a two-layer junction behaves similarly to a three-layer
junction [153]. Both designs (Fig. 2.7 (a,b)) exhibit pseudopotential barriers
along their arms. In the X-junction, the height of pseudopotential barriers was
found not to be strongly dependent on the width of these RF bridges5 [154].
As a technical advantage, the number of control electrodes required for a two-
layer design is half of that needed in a three-layer junction to achieve the same
number of trapping zones, and thus the same level of control on the shuttling
process. For this reason, two-layer junctions are preferred in practice [153].
2.4.2 Surfece-electrode junctions
Surface-electrode (SE) junctions are designed with all electrodes residing on a
single plane. Such designs oﬀer significant flexibility in terms of the electrode
structure and can benefit from high precision fabrication techniques. In fact, the
capabilities of SE traps, discussed in Section 2.2, are transferred to SE junctions.
The main challenge to the use of SE junctions arises from the fact that
the lowest-order multipole component of the RF field at the centre of a given
intersection is a hexapole term [155]. This hexapolar potential is determined by
the tangents of the intersecting channels. Therefore, the straight RF electrodes
intersecting at right angles do not provide any pseudopotential confinement
perpendicular to paths because of field cancellation. The pseudopotential at the
center becomes stiﬀer as the angle between straight arms reduces and also as
the number of intersecting channels decreases. For this reason, SE Y-junctions
(Fig. 2.8 (a)) are preferred to SE X-junctions (Fig. 2.8 (b)).
Figure 2.8 schematically illustrates two types of SE junctions which have
been successfully tested. SE Y-junctions have first been realised in a state-
of-the-art chip trap integrating 150 trapping zones6 [90]. Such junctions were
also employed for the shuttling process with a low gain of the ions’ kinetic
energy [156, 157]. Recently, more eﬀorts have been invested on developing SE
5Note that this contrasts the case studied in Section 5.3.3 where one DC bridge was incor-
porated to a surface-electrode junction.
6During the shuttling of ions continuous laser cooling was required in this junction.
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Figure 2.8: Schematics of the two-dimensional junctions that have successfully
been tested. (a) A Y-junction used to demonstrate the transport of ions through
a surface-electrode junction [90]. (b) A cross junction used for demonstrating
transport of ions through a ninety-degree surface-electrode geometry [158]. Ad-
apted from Refs. [90, 158].
X-junctions, resulting in successful demonstrations as well as new techniques for
better control over the shuttling process [158, 159].
One of the key elements for these achievements is the optimisation of the
junction geometry. The straight RF electrodes at the vicinity of the intersection
center must be shaped such that the corresponding pseudopotential exhibits
confinement along the direction perpendicular to the surface. To achieve this,
the geometry of the RF electrodes is parametrised and the optimal design is
computed using an optimisation process which yields the highest value of defined
merit functions (Section 5.2).
The position of ion channels in SE junction designs drastically varies as
function of the RF electrode geometry as a consequence of the asymmetric con-
figuration. Thus the design of the geometry involves a simultaneous search for
the height of ion channels as well as minimisation of the pseudopotential barriers
along these channels.
2.5 Ion beam guides
A linear RF multipole is a ubiquitous tool for mass spectrometry, and can be
modified into an ion beam guide that is employed to transport ions from a source
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to an analyser. Such devices are combined with other instruments to enable
higher precision and sensitivity required in reaction studies, thermochemistry,
and mass spectrometry [160–162]. For instance, an octupole ion guide [163] or
a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer [164, 165] can be combined with a
Paul trap. Another important instrument is a guided ion beam tandem mass
spectrometer which has been developed to allow precise control over the kinetic
energy of reactants in reaction and collision studies [160]. These machines typ-
ically consist of a series of quadrupole and multipole traps, as well as ion guides
embedded in vacuum chambers and must be manually adjusted. The problem
of mechanically adjusting such large machines can be addressed using precisely
shaped trapping potentials using a monolithic chip device. The flexibility of elec-
trode structures in SE traps allows the construction of such a multifunctional
chip where ions can be guided through precisely-formed ion channels (Chapter
5).
2.6 Numerical methods
2.6.1 Ion trap modelling
Electrode-basis-function technique
A key concept for the simulation of the trapping potential in any arbitrary
complex ion-trap device is the "electrode basis function" [166]. In this technique,
a desired electric potential generated by a given configuration of voltages is
formed as a linear combination of electrode basis functions of the trap.
The electric potential for a given electrostatic configuration with Dirichlet
boundary conditions is expressed by [167]:
 (x) =
1
4⇡✏0
Z
V
⇢(x0)G(x, x0)dv0   1
4⇡
I
S
 (x0)
@G(x, x0)
@n0
ds0. (2.29)
The first term is an integral over the interior volume of the boundary with
the appropriate Green’s function G(x, x0) [167]. Because there is no discrete
or continuous charge distribution inside an empty trap, i.e., ⇢(x0) = 0, this
term vanishes. The second term is an integral over the surface of electrodes
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 (x0) multiplied by the derivative of the Green’s function with respect to the
outward normal to the boundary surface n0. Because of the linearity of the
Laplace equation, the potential on the trap electrodes can be written as a sum
of potentials on each individual electrode while all other electrodes are grounded:
 (x0) =
NX
i
 i(x
0). (2.30)
Here, i denotes the electrode index and N is the number of the electrodes and
boundaries that are involved in the problem. By substituting this into Eqn. 2.29,
one obtains:
 (x) =   1
4⇡
NX
i
I
Si
 i(x
0)
@Gi(x, x0)
@n0i
ds0i. (2.31)
Therefore, the total electric potential is given as a sum of the potentials gen-
erated by each individual electrode when all other electrodes and boundaries
are held at zero. The voltage applied to each electrode Vi is constant over the
electrode surface, therefore Eqn. 2.31 is rewritten as:
 (x) =
NX
i
  Vi
4⇡
✓I
S0
@G(x, x0)
@n0
ds0
◆
i
=
NX
i
Vi⇥i, (2.32)
where
⇥i(x) =   1
4⇡
I
S0
@G(x, x0)
@n0
ds0. (2.33)
⇥i(x) is referred to as the electrode basis function of the ith electrode repres-
enting the electric potential that is generated by the ith electrode held at 1 volt
when all other electrodes are grounded.
Strictly speaking, this formalism is valid only for time-independent voltages.
However, it can be extended to the time-varying potential used in RF ion traps
considering the range of voltages typically applied in experiments [166]. The
time-varying field in a typical RF trap is in the megahertz range associated with
wavelengths much larger than the size of ion traps (⇡ 10 2 m). Therefore, the
entire trapping potential can be formulated based on electrode basis functions
where the time-dependent potentials are simply treated as Vi = VRFcos(⌦RFt),
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where VRF and ⌦RF are the amplitude and frequency of the RF voltage applied
to the electrodes. This is useful when accounting for micromotion eﬀects is
required (Section 2.6.2). In addition, electrode basis functions are used to obtain
the potential energy of ions within the adiabatic approximation (Section 2.1.2).
 t(x, y, z) =  ps +  DC
=
q2V 2RF
4 m⌦2RF
kr ⇥RFk2 + q
nX
i
Vi⇥DC,i,
where m and q are the mass and charge of the trapped ions, respectively, and n
is the number of the DC electrodes.
Numerical methods for computing basis functions
Electrode basis functions for a given complex trapping architecture are cal-
culated numerically. Two- and three-layer miniaturised traps are necessarily
treated with numerical methods: finite element methods (FEM) or boundary
element methods (BEM)7. SE traps can benefit from analytical calculations
based on the following treatment, and full numerical calculations using FEM or
BEM additionally serve to provide an accurate description. This can be seen
as an advantage enabling the implementation of large calculations required for
optimisation of complicated SE structures (Chapter 5).
The mathematical tool for analytical calculations of the field resulting from
an arbitrary planar charge distribution is provided by a Biot-Savart-like integ-
ral [168]. Thus, the electric potentials associated with surface electrodes are
calculated analytically [114, 124, 169] whilst three assumptions are made: the
gaps are infinitely small as well as thin, i.e., there are no finite gaps between
surface electrodes, and electrodes cover an infinite plane, i.e., they are surroun-
ded by an infinitely large grounded plane. This set of assumptions is referred
to as "gapless plane approximation" and is used as the basis for the models
presented by Wesenberg, Schmied, and House [114, 124, 169]. Such calculations
7Finite diﬀerence methods (FDM), oﬀered by, e.g., SIMION, is not suitable for potential
modelling for miniaturised traps due to its limited meshing method, and thus, is not discussed
here.
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can be performed using the Mathematica package SurfacePattern [123, 169] to
model and optimise arbitrary patterns of electrodes residing on a plane when
the solution of the Laplace equation in an electrostatic or magnetostatic sys-
tems is required. In most SE ion traps, the usual assumptions of neglecting the
influences of gaps between electrodes and the finite electrode extent lead to a
negligible modifications on, e.g., trapping frequencies [169]. But this treatment
cannot be used for ion channel intersections and mulipole ion channels, and thus
alternative methods (i.e., FEM or BEM) are required.
FEM is a powerful, well-established technique for computing the electric
potential of a realistic arrangement of electrodes. This method requires the dis-
cretisation of the entire boundary-value-problem domain into "mesh" elements.
The vertices of these elements are related to each other by a simple linear or
quadratic function. The potential is calculated at the vertices following specific
algorithms while the boundary conditions are satisfied. These algorithms are
classified to two broad categories: direct and iterative solvers. In these cal-
culations, it is crucially important to ensure the convergence of the solutions
obtained. The convergence studies verify the following conditions in a given set
of calculations:
(1) The solutions must be independent of the fineness, the distribution, and
the shape of the mesh elements used. To reduce the discretisation error, usually
the size of the mesh is decreased which leads to increasingly more computa-
tional eﬀorts. Taking advantage of symmetry and strategic meshing help to
improve the eﬃciency of these calculations. As an example, Fig. 2.9 displays a
free-tetrahedral mesh used to model the SE trap discussed in Chapter 3 where
layer meshing was chosen to increase the accuracy of calculations in the region
of interest. It is worth noticing that triangular and tetrahedral meshing are
preferable for curved and complex geometries but greater number of vertices are
required to reach converged solutions.
(2) The solutions must be independent of the auxiliary boundary conditions
applied to the model. The boundary domain resembling the vacuum chamber
walls and surfaces surrounding a given trap are typically replaced with a smaller
chamber to facilitate the computation. Thus, it has to be proven that the
variation of solutions with the size of this domain is reasonably small.
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of a free tetrahedral mesh used in finite element calcula-
tions for the six-wire SE trap used in this work [104]. A cylindrical layer mesh
was used to deliberately reduce the mesh size in the region of interest.
(3) The solutions must be independent of the algorithms employed. The
solutions provided by direct solvers are independent of the algorithm, however,
this is not the case for iterative solvers and hence must be checked.
FEM features a number of advantages. It is widely applicable to a variety
of problems beyond electrostatic, e.g., mechanical stresses or thermal dissipa-
tion. More importantly, FEM enables simultaneous modelling of combinations
of diﬀerent eﬀects which is important for the study of combined systems. In
addition, complex geometries as well as non-linear material properties can be
simulated. There are a number of commercially available software packages for
FEM calculations, e.g., COMSOL8, Maxwell 3D9, and Vector Fields10.
BEM is an alternative technique to FEM, where an integral equation for-
mulation is used (similar to Eqns. 2.29-2.32) instead of the relevant diﬀerential
equation, e.g., the Laplace equation. The surface of electrodes are discretised
with mesh elements and the charge density over each element on the surface is
found. The solution at a given point in the problem domain is computed by eval-
uating the integrals representing the contribution of the potential at this point
from each charge element on the surface. BEM exhibits two key advantages:
8COMSOL MultiPhysics, www.comsol.com
9Maxwell 3D, by Ansoft, http://www.ansoft.com
10http://www.vectorfields.com
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first, the potentials obtained are continuous functions because the discretisation
occurs on boundary surfaces. Second, considerable improvement in the compu-
tational eﬃciency is oﬀered owing to the reduction of the dimensionality from
a volume in FEM to a surface in BEM. By increasing the number of trapping
zones in large arrays and the total size of the trapping device, it becomes crucial
to employ an eﬃcient method amenable in terms of memory requirements and
computational time. BEM can be implemented using, e.g., BEMsolver [170] or
commercially available software packages, e.g., CPO 11.
2.6.2 Molecular dynamics simulations
Molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations [171, 172] have been widely used for the-
oretically studying Coulomb crystals in Paul and Penning traps [173–177], for
instance, for the characterization of the structure and energy of ions in a trap.
Here, we describe this technique and discuss its adaptation to SE traps since it
has been employed as a key tool in this work. The routines were implemented
in the MD framework ProtoMol [178].
In this treatment, the following classical equations of motion for the laser-
and sympathetically cooled ions are solved:
mir¨i = Fi,Total(r1, ..., rNatoms+Nmolecules)
= FTrap + FCoulomb + FHeating + FLC.
(2.34)
Here, mi and ri are the mass and the position of the ith ion, respectively, and
i = 1, ..., Natoms+Nmolecules where Natoms and Nmolecules denote the number of the
atomic and molecular ions, respectively. The contributions to the total force,
as expressed by Eqn. 2.34, are: the trapping force FTrap, the Coulomb force
between ions FCoulomb, a heating force FHeating, the laser cooling force FLC [173].
The first three terms act on both the atomic and molecular ions whilst the last
term acts only on the atomic ions. The sympathetic cooling is provided by the
Coulomb interactions between the ions.
In this study, heating eﬀects arising from collisions with background gas
11Charged Particles Optics, by Electronoptics, http://www.electronoptics.com
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molecules and imperfections of the setup are modelled as random force kicks on
the ions. The Doppler laser cooling force is modelled as a friction force [52],
FLC,z = FRP,z    vz. (2.35)
The velocity-independent term FRP stands for the radiation pressure force. The
z index emphasizes the one-dimensional friction model.   is determined based
on the parameters used in experiments, given by:
  =  ~k2 4s0( / )
(1 + s0 + (2 / )2)2
. (2.36)
Here,   is the natural linewidth of the atomic transition,   is detuning from
the atomic resonance, k is the wavevector of the laser beam, and s0 is the
saturation parameter (defined by 2|⌦|2/ 2 where ⌦ is the Rabi frequency). This
linear approximation of the laser-cooling force has been frequently used in MD
treatment of trapped ions [173, 174, 176].
The trapping force dominates the properties of Coulomb crystals in a given
trap through the geometrical as well as operational trapping parameters. The
trapping force in case of linear Paul traps is given simply by the analytical gradi-
ent of the RF and static potentials given in Eqns. 2.1 and 2.3. To calculate the
trapping force generated by a given SE trap, Ftrap in Eqn. 2.34, three diﬀerent
approaches are considered.
In the first approach, the A and Q matrices (Section 2.1.2) are derived from
a numerical model of the trap (e.g., computed using FEM), and the trapping
force is formulated as:
FTrap AQ(x, y, z, t) =
m⌦2RF
4
X
i=x,y,z
⇣
Aii + 2Qiicos(⌦RFt)
⌘
xi. (2.37)
This method is straightforward to implement, however, it assumes that RF and
static trapping potentials near the centre are fully described by second-order
terms, i.e., it neglects higher order terms.
Second, the analytical solutions of the potential oﬀered by Refs. [114, 124,
179] are used. This is an advantageous method because the force, computed as
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the analytical gradient of potentials, is not approximated to second-order terms
and includes all higher-order and cross terms,
FTrap Ana(x, y, z, t) =  r
 
VRF cos(⌦t) RF +
nX
i=1
Vi DC
!
. (2.38)
Here,  RF and  DC are the RF and DC electrode basis functions, and n is the
number of control electrodes, respectively. Note that the validity of the gapless
plane approximation made to compute the trapping potential (Section 2.6.1)
has to be verified to enable comparisons with experimental results.
In the third approach, the electrode-basis functions of the SE trap obtained
from numerical calculations are fitted to a three-dimensional power series ex-
pansion of both static and RF potentials near the trap center (x0, y0, z0). The
expansion of trapping potentials is used to calculate the trap force FTrap:
FTrap(x, y, z, t) =  r
✓
VRF cos(⌦t)
X
k,l,m
CRF(k,l,m)(x  x0)k(y   y0)l(z   z0)m
+
nX
i=1
Vi
X
k,l,m
CDC,i(k,l,m)(x  x0)k(y   y0)l(z   z0)m
◆
. (2.39)
CRF(k,l,m) (CDC,i(k,l,m)) is the coeﬃcient of the (k, l,m)-th order term in the
RF (ith DC electrode) potential. In the simulations presented for the six-wire
SE trap in Chapter 4, the coeﬃcients CRF and CDC were obtained from fits to a
series expansion truncated at 4-th order in a 400 µm cube around the trap center
using FEM calculations to obtain the electrode basis functions (Section 4.5).
As expressed by Eqn. 2.39, the fully time-dependent trapping force was used
in our simulations to enable the characterisation of micromotion eﬀects [108].
To give an example, the integration time step in the simulations presented in
Section 4.2 was 4.2 ns (=1/30 RF period, ⌦RF=2⇡⇥8.0 MHz) while the typical
simulation time interval was 3.75 ms. Note that the equilibrium position of ions,
structural properties, and structural phase transitions crystals can adequately
be modelled within the pseudopotential approximation [117, 173].
The ion trajectories obtained from the simulations are used to reconstruct the
experimental images using a MATLAB routine. Figure 2.10 depicts an example
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(a) (b) (c) 
Experiment Simulation 
Figure 2.10: (a) Experimental and (b,c) simulated false-colour fluorescence im-
ages of a Ca+ N+2 Coulomb crystal in a linear Paul trap. The crystal contains
25 sympathetically cooled N+2 and 950 Ca+ ions. In (c), the sympathetically
cooled molecular ions were made visible in the simulations for clarity. Colour
code: Ca+: blue, N+2 : green.
of an experimental fluorescence image taken by a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera from a Ca+ N+2 bicomponent Coulomb crystal in a linear Paul trap and
the corresponding MD simulations [180]. An iterative comparison between the
experimental and simulated images is used to determine the ion numbers and
average kinetic energies in the experiments [54, 60, 173, 180].
The secular temperature of the ions has a strong eﬀect on the diﬀusion be-
haviour of the ions in the crystals and therefore on the contrast of the crystal
structure observed in the images. The secular temperature of the ions in the
experiment was determined by adjusting the temperature in the simulations
through varying the magnitude of the heating force FHeating in Eqn. 2.34 un-
til the best match between the experimental and simulated images is reached.
The averaged total kinetic energies of ionic species (including the secular and
micromotion energies) are subsequently derived from the ion trajectories [173].
A recent study [177] has addressed the simplifications made for modelling
the cooling and heating mechanisms described in this section. There, the laser
cooling force is modelled as the interaction of a two-level atomic system with
near-resonant light using the optical Bloch equations. Furthermore, collisions of
single ions with background gas molecules is realistically modelled as infrequent
energetic collisions resulting in considerable heating of the entire ion clouds and
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time-dependent secular temperatures. Hence, the equation to be employed in
realistic MD simulations is expressed as [177]:
mir¨i = FTrap + FCoulomb + FBackground + FScattering. (2.40)
In conclusion, the MD-simulation results presented in this work, provide a
precise estimation for the determination of the number of trapped ions as well as
their spatial distribution. The reason is that the equilibrium positions of ions in
a trap is independent of cooling and heating mechanisms and solely depend on
the Coulomb interaction and the trapping force. However, the calculations per-
formed give an upper limit for the kinetic energy of ions due to the assumptions
made for thermalizations of ions.
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The six-wire surface-electrode ion
trap
The present chapter describes the technical aspects of the development of the
six-wire SE ion trap used for the first successful demonstration of the Coulomb
crystalisation of molecular ions in a single-layer ion trap (September 2013) [104].
The design of the trap and detailed theoretical characterization of the trapping
potential are presented. The entire experimental apparatus was conceived, de-
signed, and implemented as a part of this work and therefore an insight is
provided into the experimental tools and techniques that are integral in achiev-
ing the results demonstrated in Chapter 4.
3.1 Design of the trap
3.1.1 The geometry
Inspired by Ref. [181], we adopted a six-wire surface-electrode (SE) ion trap
consisting of a split central electrode, two RF electrodes, six control electrodes,
four endcap electrodes and two central electrodes as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The
RF electrodes were used to generate time-varying electric fields for the dynamic
trapping of the ions in the transverse (x, y) directions (Section 2.2.1), and all
other electrodes were used to apply static voltages. The static potentials served
to confine the ions in the longitudinal direction z (the symmetry axis of the
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of the six-wire SE trap. RF: RF electrodes, 1,2: central
DC electrodes, E: endcap electrodes, c: control electrodes. The DC electrodes
are numbered from 1 to 12.
trap), to tilt the principal axes of the trap for eﬃcient laser cooling of the atomic
ions if required [181], to compensate excess micromotion [108] and to shape the
trapping potentials in order to manipulate the structure of the Coulomb crystals
[121]. The trap geometry was refined using the analytical model described in
Ref. [114]. The nominal width of the RF and central electrodes amounted to
2.00 mm and 0.75 mm, respectively. The gaps between the electrodes has a
nominal width of 0.30 mm.
3.1.2 Trapping potential modelling
The electrode potentials were calculated by solving the Laplace equation for a
three-dimensional model of the trap using FEM implemented in the COMSOL
Multiphysics software [182], as well as using an analytical model oﬀered by the
SurfacePattern package [123, 169, 179]. Within the adiabatic approximation,
the total eﬀective trapping potential  t experienced by the ions is given by
the sum of a time-independent pseudopotential  ps and a static potential  DC
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generated by the trap electrodes (Section 2.2.1):
 t(x, y, z) =  ps +  DC
=
q2V 2RF
4 m⌦2RF
kr  RFk2 + q
12X
i
Vi ·  i,DC.
(3.1)
Here, q andm are the charge and mass of the trapped ions, respectively, and VRF
and ⌦RF denote the RF amplitude and frequency, respectively. The potential
terms  RF and  i,DC are the solution of the Laplace equation for a unit voltage
applied to the RF and the ith DC electrode, respectively. Vi is the voltage
applied on the ith DC electrode.
Having computed the electrode basis functions (Section 2.6.1), the voltages
required to generate a desired trapping potential must be calculated. The
pseudopotential (Section 2.1.2) was calculated at the amplitude and the fre-
quency of the RF voltage which maximised the intrinsic trap depth while keep-
ing the values of the Mathieu stability parameters [108] small for both N+2 and
Ca+ (Section 3.1.4). The determination of the voltages to be applied to the DC
electrodes, however, necessitates simultaneously considering axialization condi-
tions and the trap strength, i.e., the second derivative of the potential. In the
following, the method used to compute the static voltages applied is presented.
3.1.3 Parametrisation
To determine the optimal static voltages to apply to the diﬀerent DC electrodes,
the parametrisation method of Refs. [181, 183] was used. First, the numerically
computed electrode basis function of the ith DC electrode  i,DC was fitted to a
quadratic function:
 i = ↵xix
2 + ↵yiy
2 + ↵ziz
2 +  xix+  yiy +  ziz + Ci. (3.2)
Here, ↵ is the quadratic and   is the linear coeﬃcient for each ith electrode.
In this way, an array of coeﬃcients representing the confining force associated
with a given trap geometry is calculated. The constants Ci are ignored because
they have no eﬀect on the present analysis. The expansion can be truncated
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when the coeﬃcients become negligible, and this strongly depends on the size
of the region for which we calculated the above quadratic functions, as well
as on the length scale of the surrounding electrodes. If the electrode-electrode
and ion-electrode distances are comparable, quadratic terms will usually suﬃce
[183]. For the present trap, three-dimensional least-squares fits were obtained
in a 100-µm side-length cube around the trap center.
Second, a particular potential  is specified such that the required form of
potential is given by the ↵ and   coeﬃcients:
 = ↵xx
2 + ↵yy
2 + ↵zz
2 +  xx+  yy +  zz. (3.3)
Hence, an array of potential coeﬃcients corresponding to the desired trap oper-
ating condition can be defined as in Table 3.1.
Finally by taking advantage of the linearity of the Laplace equation, the
electrode voltages required are given by:0BBBBBBBBB@
↵x
↵y
↵z
 x
 y
 z
1CCCCCCCCCA
=
0BBBBBBBBB@
↵x1 ↵x2 · · · ↵x6
↵y1 ↵y2 · · · ↵y6
↵z1 ↵z2 · · · ↵z6
 x1  x2 · · ·  x6
 y1  y2 · · ·  y6
 z1  z2 · · ·  z6
1CCCCCCCCCA
0BBBBBBBBB@
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
1CCCCCCCCCA
. (3.4)
Here, V is an array of independent voltages to be applied to the DC electrodes.
As in Ref. [181], the electrodes were classified into six groups in this calculation.
As an example, generating an axial secular frequency of 100 kHz for 40Ca+
necessitates the ↵ values shown in the first row of Table 3.1. For the RF voltage
VRF(0 peak) = 600 V and the RF frequency ⌦RF = 2⇡⇥8.0MHz, the values shown
in Table 3.1 result in an estimated tilt angle of 33  , and secular frequencies of
247 kHz and 306 kHz in the x and y directions, respectively.
Because for experiments with three-dimensional crystals tilting the trap prin-
cipal axes is not required, a simplified configuration of typical voltages used in
the experiments were {central (1,2), control (c), endcap (E) electrodes}={2 to
2.3, -6 to -6.6, 21.5 to 23} V, while maintaining the position of the ions at the
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Table 3.1: The coeﬃcients of the potential for four sets of operating bases: set
the axial secular frequency at 100 KHz, x- and y-compensation configurations,
and tilt the pricipal axes. ↵ is in units of V m 2 and   in V m 1. The coeﬃ-
cients in the "tilt" parameters denoted with primes were defined in an alternate
coordinate system rotated by 45   around the z axis [181].
 x  y  z ↵x ↵y ↵z
Set the axial confinement 0 0 0  4.12⇥104  4.12⇥104 8.24⇥104
xˆ-compensation 1 0 0 0 0 0
yˆ-compensation 0 1 0 0 0 0
 0x  
0
y  
0
z ↵
0
x ↵
0
y ↵
0
z
Tilt the trap axes 0 0 0  1.04⇥105 1.04⇥105 0
RF null line.
3.1.4 Trapping characteristics
The results obtained from FEM calculations are presented in Fig. 3.2 for 40Ca+
at VRF=495 V, ⌦RF=2⇡⇥8.0 MHz and V = {V1, V2, ..., V12} = {2.35, 2.35,
21.5, 21.5, 6.0, 6.0, 6.6, 6.6, 6.0, 6.0, 23.0, 23.0} V which correspond to
typical operating parameters in our experiments. This configuration of static
voltages resulted in "axialized" crystals, i.e., the center of the crystal coincided
with both the RF null line and the minimum of the static potential  DC in
order to minimize excess micromotion [108]. The position of the RF null line
was calculated to be 1.82 mm above the surface (Fig. 3.2 (c)).
The intrinsic trap depth (Section 2.2.1) is defined using the potential diﬀer-
ence between the minimum and the saddle point on the y axis as illustrated in
Fig. 3.2 (a). The application of the static potential  DC gives rise to the oﬀ-
center saddle points of  t along the x axis providing additional escape routes
of ions from the trap (Fig. 3.2 (b)). Thus, the eﬀective trap depth was limited
by the escape of the ions through these saddle points, and was calculated to
be 117 meV for Ca+. Using the same trapping parameters, the total trapping
potential  t was also calculated for N+2 , CaH+, and CaO+ ions. Because of the
inverse mass dependence of  ps, lighter ions experience a stronger confining force
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Figure 3.2: Calculated trapping potentials: (a) pseudopotential  ps and (b)
total potential  t for Ca+ ions in the (x, y) plane intersecting the trap center
perpendicular to the trap axis, (c) and (d) one-dimensional cuts through  t
at the trap center for N+2 , Ca+, CaH+ and CaO+ along the y and x axes,
respectively, illustrating the mass dependence of the trapping potential. See
Figure 3.1 for the definition of the coordinate axes.
from the RF field leading to a segregation of ionic species in bicomponent Cou-
lomb crystals (Section 4.1 and Refs. [54, 57, 76]). This situation is completely
analogous to the one found in conventional linear RF traps [54]. Figure 3.2 (c)
and (d) show one-dimensional cuts of  t at the trap center along the y and x-
axes for N+2 , CaH+, and CaO+ ions in comparison with Ca+. For N+2 and CaH+
ions, the eﬀective trap depths were calculated to be 261 meV and 104 meV,
respectively. In the presence of static fields, the exact inverse relation between
the ion mass and the trap depth is not valid, e.g.,
D
(N+2 )
D(Ca+)
6= m(Ca)m(N2) .
In Table 3.2, the multi-dimensional generalisation of the Mathieu stability
parameters [114] (Section 2.1.2) for the present trap calculated for the operating
parameters used in the experiments are given. In comparison to linear Paul
traps in which Axx = Ayy =  0.5Azz, the values for the Aii can be more easily
engineered in SE traps in order to shape Coulomb crystals. The negative values
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Table 3.2: Stability parameters for Ca+ and N+2 calculated at VRF=495 V,
⌦RF=2⇡⇥8.0 MHz and V = {V1, V2, ..., V12} = {2.35, 2.35, 21.5, 21.5, 6.0, 6.0,
 6.6, 6.6, 6.0, 6.0, 23.0, 23.0} V.
Qxx Qyy Qzz Axx Ayy Azz
28N+2 0.1178  0.1152  5⇥10 4  22⇥10 4 16⇥10 4 6⇥10 4
40Ca+ 0.0824  0.0806  3⇥10 4  16⇥10 4 11⇥10 4 4⇥10 4
of Axx in Table 3.2 imply that the static voltages have eﬀectively reduced the
total trapping force in the x direction. Ayy > 0 yields a tighter trap in the
vertical direction y. This eﬀect is generated by the potential of the endcap
electrodes which, besides providing confinement along the trap axis (Azz > 0),
also stiﬀen  t in the vertical direction and must weaken it along the x axis due to
the Laplace equation. As a result, the degeneracy of the radial modes of the ion
motion is broken giving rise to non-spheroidal Coulomb crystals [104, 121] (see
the crystals in Section 4.1). This is important for shaping Coulomb crystals for
potential applications in quantum computation and quantum simulation [119].
Note that the formation of spheroidal crystals in SE traps only depends on the
choice of static voltages, e.g., see the examples presented in Section 4.4.3 as well
as in Ref.[121].
3.2 Technical implementations
3.2.1 Trap fabrication
The fabrication method of the six-wire SE trap was based on laser cutting the
electrodes from a stainless steel foil performed by Createch AG1. The electrodes
were machined into the central part of the foil with the edges still connected as
in Fig. 3.3 (a) (i). The foil was suﬃciently thick (0.5 mm) in order to suppress
vibrations of the free-standing electrodes. The trap was then electro-polished
and coated with a layer of gold with a nominal thickness of 2 µm which per-
formed by RERO AG2. This procedure resulted in removing the chips seen in
1Gaswerkstrasse 67, CH-4900 Langenthal, Switzerland. www.createch.ch
2Hauptstrasse 96, CH-4437 Waldenberg, Switzerland. www.rero-ag.ch
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(a) 
(iii) 
(b) 
(v) (vi) (iv) 
(i) 
20 mm
(i) (ii) 
(ii) 
20 mm
Figure 3.3: Illustration of the trap fabrication procedure. (a) Drawings of the
trap geometry showing (i) the electrode pattern at the center while electrodes
were connected outside the red rim in and (ii) the second cut while the electrodes
had been fixed on the ceramic frame depicted in magenta. (b) (i) A SEM image
of the structure after laser cut. (ii) A SEM image of the central gap (between
electrode 1 and 2). (iii) An optical microscope image of a corner gap after
electro-polishing as well as gold-plating. (iv) A picture of the backside of the
structure exhibiting the ceramic frame with 10.5-mm inner width. (v) The PCB
board containing the trap electronics with a 10-mm wide square hole at the
center. (vi) The finished chip.
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Fig. 3.3 (b) (i) from the trenches and providing sharp edges (Fig. 3.3 (b) (ii) and
(iii)). Subsequently, the structure was glued onto a ceramic frame with an inner
diameter of 10.5 mm (Fig. 3.3 (b) (iv)), and baked at ⇡ 80  C for about two
hours to cure the epoxy used (electrically isolating epoxy, EPO-TEK T7110 ).
A second laser cut then removed the rim to separate the electrodes, gener-
ating the final geometry of the electrodes as in Fig. 3.3 (a) (ii). The trap and
its ceramic mount were glued onto a vacuum-compatible printed circuit board
(PCB), provided by Multi-CB3, which contained the trap electronics and was
milled out at the center (Fig. 3.3 (b) (v)) to allow backside loading of Ca (Section
3.2.4).
Figure 3.3 (b) (vi) displays the finished chip soldered on the 13 properly
curved thin wires connecting electrodes to the filter board. This specific trap
layout was chosen in order to avoid any dielectric surfaces in the vicinity of the
trap center which could cause the build up of stray charges and patch potentials.
This fabrication method was suggested by Iulia Georgescu for a prototype of a
five-wire SE trap [184].
3.2.2 Doppler laser cooling of 40Ca+
Doppler laser cooling of Ca+ ions was achieved by three diode laser beams at 397,
866 and 854 nm addressing the (4s)2S1/2 ! (4p)2P1/2, (3d)2D3/2 ! (4p)2P1/2
and (3d)2D5/2 ! (4p)2P3/2 transitions as depicted in Fig. 3.4 (a). Light at
397, 866 and 854 nm was produced from external cavity stabilized diode lasers
(Toptica Photonics, DL100, and the later from DL100 Pro). A small fraction
of the light was coupled to a wavemeter (HighFinesse, WSU-30 ) to determine
the wavelength. A fiber switch allowed sequential reading of the wavelength of
up to four lasers with a total cycle update rate of ⇡ 5 s 1. The wavelength
was stabilized to within ± 2 fm by means of a proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) feedback loop between the read-out from the wavemeter and the voltage
applied to the piezo-electric element of the lasers (which tuned the wavelength by
varying the grating angle) via a LabVIEW program and a digital-to-analogue-
3Business Centres, Holyrood Close, Poole BH17 7FJ, United Kingdom. http://www.multi-
circuit-boards.eu
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Figure 3.4: (a) Energy-level diagram for Doppler laser cooling and detection of
40Ca+. (b) Resonance-enhanced [2+1]-photoionisation scheme for N2 to generate
N+2 . The electronic states involved are designated by their spectroscopic labels
[176].
converter (DAC) card. In a typical experiment, a power of 0.5 - 1 mW for
397 nm, 0.7 mW for 866 nm, and 1.1 mW for 854 nm (measured at the ports of
the vacuum chamber) was used. The 397 nm source was later on switched to a
home-build diode laser operating similarly, although with an external laser-diode
temperature controller (Thorlabs, ITC4001 ). All lasers propagated parallel to
the surface and were superimposed at the trap center 1.82 mm above the surface.
The light scattered by Ca+ ions during the cooling process was collected by a
microscope (magnification 11.5⇥) and spatially resolved by an image-intensified
charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera with a nominal resolution of ⇡ 2 µm (the
numerical aperture (NA) and working distance (WD) of the objective lens were
0.13 and 64 mm, respectively). An optical band pass filter (transmission window
340-600 nm) was placed between the microscope and the camera in order to
suppress stray light reflected from the surface of the electrodes. The imaging
system was set up perpendicular to the trap surface along the y axis and the
focus adjusted to the central layer of the crystals in the (x,z ) plane.
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3.2.3 Photoionisation of N+2
The N+2 ions were produced above the surface of the chip by resonance-enhanced
[2+1]-multi photon ionisation (REMPI) of N2 via the a00 1⌃+g intermediate elec-
tronic state of neutral N2 (Fig. 3.4 (b)) [176]. N2 gas was introduced into the
vacuum chamber through a leak valve at partial pressures < 6 ⇥ 10 9 mbar.
The frequency-tripled output of a Nd:YAG-pumped pulsed dye laser operating
at a wavelength of 202 nm and a pulse energy of 80 µJ was used to carry out
REMPI. The dye laser operated with a mixture of Rhodamine B and Rhodam-
ine 101 (concentrations 0.17+0.04 g l 1), pumped by the second harmonic of a
Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm with a power of ⇡ 2 W. The loading rate of N+2 highly
depends on the pulse energy at the trap center and was approximately 0.25 s 1
in a typical experiment.
3.2.4 Backside loading of the Ca neutral beam
When loading ions into a trap, it is important to avoid the deposition of material
on the electrodes which causes the buildup of stray charges and short circuits in
miniaturised traps [90, 125]. We used the central gap between the two central
electrodes, i.e., electrode 1 and 2 in Fig. 3.1, for backside loading of Ca, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.5, to avoid this problem. A beam of Ca atoms was produced
by evaporation of metallic Ca from a resistively heated stainless steel tube at
⇡ 200–300  C placed underneath the central trap region. A 300-µm wide slit
glued onto a (x,z ) translation stage was adjusted underneath the central gap to
operate as a skimmer.
The atom beam passed through the skimmer, the ceramic mount of the
trap and finally the gap between the two central electrodes to reach the trap
center where Ca+ ions were produced by non-resonant photoionisation. In the
first experiments focused on trapping atomic ions, neutral Ca was ionised by
non-resonant multiphoton photoionisation using a focused pulsed 355 nm laser
beam from the third harmonics of a Nd:YAG laser at ⇡ 0.8 mJ per pulse at
10 Hz. In the second stage when the inclusion of N+2 ions was explored, Ca
was photoionised by the 202 nm beam which was employed for the ionisation of
nitrogen molecules (Section 3.2.3).
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Figure 3.5: (a) A schematic of the trap and the oven assembly: 1 - The stainless
steel tube containing Ca powder with a 0.5 mm wide slit on top. 2 - Ceramic
heat shield. 3 - Adjustable (x,z ) translation stage. 4 - 300 µm wide slit skimmer
glued onto the translation stage. 5 - Filter board with a 10.5 mm wide square
hole at the center. 6 - Ceramic trap mount. 7 - SE trap. 8 - Position of the trap
center defining the height of trapping above the chip. (b) A photograph of the
parts assembled inside the vacuum chamber.
3.2.5 The trap electronics
The RF drive for the trap was generated by a self-resonating LC circuit [185]
with a resonance frequency at ⌦RF=2⇡⇥8.0 MHz and 400 to 600 V amplitude.
The RF generator was adjustable for producing an output of 0-650 V and 3-15
MHz, powered by a DC power supply (Fug, MCP 650 ).
The static voltages applied to the trap electrodes were generated by an amp-
lified, LabVIEW -controlled DAC card. The RC filters were used to suppress the
RF voltages on the DC electrodes and to protect the amplification circuit from
the RF voltage. As schematically shown in Fig. 3.6, 1 nF capacitors were placed
inside the vacuum while the accompanying resistors were integrated in the amp-
lifying circuit outside the chamber. The RF coaxial cable passed through the
amplifier box (Fig. 3.7) and was introduced via the same electrical feedthrough
into the vacuum chamber. Gaining and filtering the output of the DAC card
in this way caused a large response time of 62 ms to ramp from 0 to 100 V
(inferred from the simulation of the circuit). A LabVIEW program allowed
addressing either each electrode individually or a set of electrodes served for a
defined functionality, e.g., compensation of the stray field in the x direction.
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control 
electrode 
RF
electrode 
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RC 
filter 
Cf  
Cs  
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source 
Figure 3.6: Figure showing the feeding, grounding, and filtering of a typical DC
electrode in the present setup. The RF voltage coupled via a stray capacitor Cs
to the control electrodes is filtered using low-pass RC filter while the resistors
were placed outside of the vacuum chamber as a part of the amplifier circuit.
(b) (a) Sta$c&voltages&
output&
Coaxial&cable&
!&&to&UHV6
feedthrough&&
&"&&to&DAC&
Figure 3.7: Photos of the amplifier circuit and its housing used to generate the
static voltages in the experiment. The RF passes through the box via a coaxial
cable. The sub-D connection was used for 12 channels from the DAC output.
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3.2.6 Ultra-high vacuum
For the present experiment, ultra-high vacuum (UHV) (pressures < 10 9 mbar)
is required [54]. The main chamber was provided by Kimball Physics and fea-
tures a 10-inch-diameter spherical octagon with eight CF40 ports (MCF1000-
SphOct-H2C8 ). Once sealed, gas was removed from the chamber by a turbo-
molecular pump (Oerlikon, MAG W600 ) at 600 l s 1 which is backed by a rotary
pump (Oerlikon, TRIVAC D16B) at a pressure of 5⇥10 4 mbar. Analysed by
a residual gas analyser (Stanford Research Systems, RGA200), the remaining
gas in the chamber was typically H2O (because of its propensity to stick to
the walls of the chamber) and H2 (due to the outgassing of from the stainless
steel chamber walls). To eliminate the H2O, the entire chamber was heated to
200  C, resulting in internal temperature of around 110  C for about three days.
To remove the H2, a titanium sublimation pump (Varian Tisub) was employed
which periodically releases titanium vapour. Titanium collected on the wall of
the chamber acts as a getter pump, i.e., reacts with H2 stuck on the walls and
form a stable, solid product. This procedure results in the ejection of H2 from
the vacuum system. As a result, a vacuum of < 5⇥10 10 mbar was achieved.
3.2.7 Experimental set-up
Figure 3.8 is a photo of the experimental setup, showing the configuration of
the laser beams and the hardware employed. The turbo-molecular pump was
attached to a cross piece underneath the chamber.
A three-dimensional schematic of the experimental setup showing the trap,
the oven assembly, imaging system, and laser beams with respect to the trap
geometry is presented in Fig. 3.9. This laser configuration was used for producing
spheroidal Coulomb crystals; however, for eﬃcient Doppler cooling of planar
crystals, a second 397 nm beam was additionally used co-propagating with the
866 nm beam using a dichroic mirror.
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Figure 3.8: An augmented, labelled photo of the experimental setup. 1 - Vacuum
chamber. 2 - Full-range pressure gauge. 3 - Residual gas analyser (RGA). 4 -
Three-dimensional manipulator used to align lasers and to indicate the trap
center by positioning a fiber as in Fig. 3.11. 5 - Amplifier box containing the
out-vacuum trap electronics. 6 - Three-dimensional translation stage for the
imaging system. 7 - Charged-coupled device (CCD) camera. The laser beams
are described in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.9: A three-dimensional schematic of the experimental setup and layout
of the surface-electrode ion trap. The 397, 866 and 854 nm laser beams are
for Doppler cooling of Ca+. The 202 nm beam were used for the non-resonant
ionisation of Ca as well as for [2+1] REMPI of N2 molecules. The beams passing
parallel to the chip surface were superimposed in the trap center 1.82 mm above
the surface. The inset shows a false-colour fluorescence image of a Ca+-N+2
bicomponent Coulomb crystal.
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3.2.8 Measuring secular frequencies and trapping height
A sinusoidal time-varying electric potential was applied to excite the motional
modes of ions leading to a drop of the ion fluorescence level at the resonant
frequency, and hence providing a route for the determination of the trapping
frequencies. This measurement was used to interrogate the validity of the mod-
elled trapping potential (Section 3.1.2).
A MATLAB program was employed to interface the fluorescence image cap-
tured by the CCD camera and a function generator, such that the integrated
fluorescence in a user-defined region-of-interest was recorded as function of drive
voltage frequency. A drive voltage of 100–400 mV amplitude was applied to the
control electrode 6 (Fig. 3.1) to excite the motional modes in the axial as well
as transverse directions.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.10 as compared with the FEM calculations as
well as the analytical calculations (Section 3.1.2). The axial frequency !z meas-
ured for several static configurations deviates by 5–6% from the values obtained
from both models. The secular frequency !x deviates from FEM calculations
by 11% which was attributed to the imperfect fabrication of the trap geometry,
e.g., the central gap between electrode 1 and 2 (Fig. 3.1) was 322 µm according
to the SEM image of the trap, as opposed to the 300-µm gap used in the FEM
simulations.
The secular frequency measured for the vertical mode !y were in good agree-
ment with the FEM calculations within 1.5 % relative error; however, there was a
discrepancy of 11 % between experimental values and the analytical calculations
as exhibited in Fig. 3.10. The reason for this is the underlying assumption in
the gapless plane approximation that assumes the electrodes lie on an infinitely
large grounded plane, which weaken the confinement along the vertical y axis. In
addition, this eﬀect resulted from zero boundary conditions specified infinitely
far from the electrode surface in the vertical direction in the analytical model,
whereas the FEM approach more closely describes the boundary conditions of
the electrostatic configuration of the real trap (Section 2.6.1). These boundary
conditions describe the grounded vacuum chamber as well as the board under-
neath the trap mount as used in the experiment. Consequently, the potentials
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between the experimental and calculated values of
the trapping frequencies for Ca+ as a function of the endcap voltage V3. See
Figure 3.9 for the definition of the coordinate axes.
calculated analytically in those configurations exhibit less stiﬀ confinement in
the vertical direction y in comparison to those obtained from FEM calculations
in which the trap was mounted above a given grounded plane.
To indicate the trapping height, a tip of a transparent fiber of 160 µm dia-
meter elevated above the trap surface was illuminated by the laser beams. The
fiber tip could be positioned with a precision of ±10 µm using the manipulator
shown in Fig. 3.8. The trapping height drastically varies as a function of static
voltages (Section 2.2.1). Figure 3.11 (a) and (b) exhibit the experimental res-
ults and calculated values as a function of the endcap-electrode voltage V3 and
the central-electrode voltage V1. By subtracting 300 µm from the experimental
values, they were found to agree with FEM calculations within the error bars.
This implies a large systematic error arising from the initial positioning of the
fiber above the surface. Therefore, this method was found to be unsuited for
the determination of the trapping height in such experiments.
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Figure 3.11: Variation of the trapping height h as a function of static voltages
applied to (a) the endcap electrodes (V3) and (b) the two central electrodes (V1)
(see Figure 3.1). The triangular markers used for calculations are larger than
their error bars. (c) A picture showing the fiber elevated above the surface of
the electrodes. The tip of the fiber was used to indicate the position of the trap
center above the surface as superposed by the laser beams (Section 3.2.2 and
3.2.3).
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Chapter 4
Experimental results and
discussions
This chapter presents the experimental demonstration of sympathetic cooling of
molecular ions in the six-wire SE trap developed, as well as a detailed discussion
about the structural and energetic properties of Coulomb crystals obtained in
this device [104, 105]. The configuration of trapping potentials generated by
the surface electrodes enabled the formation of planar bicomponent Coulomb
crystals and the spatial separation of the molecular from the atomic ions on
the chip. Furthermore, the eﬀects of trap anharmonicites on the properties of
bicomponent crystals explored theoretically are presented, providing an insight
to the similarities and diﬀerences for the crystals obtained in linear Paul traps
and SE traps with diﬀerent sizes. The structural and thermal properties of the
Coulomb crystals were characterized using molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions. As already discussed in Section 2.6.2, MD simulations presented in this
work give an upper limit of the secular kinetic energies of ions due to the imple-
mentation of the heating forces as small force kicks in the calculations [177].
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4.1 Sympathetically cooled molecular ions on the
chip
For the present experiments with laser-cooled 40Ca+, N+2 (mass 28 amu) and
CaH+ (mass 41 amu) were chosen1 as prototypical molecular ions with lighter
and heavier masses, respectively. The method of the production of N+2 ions
is discussed in Section 3.2.3. CaH+ ions were produced by chemical reactions
of trapped laser-excited Ca+ ions with H2 molecules leaked into the vacuum
chamber. Figure 4.1 shows (a) experimental and (b, c) simulated images of
typical Coulomb crystals imaged in the xz plane parallel to the surface of the
chip. The molecular ions do not fluoresce and are only indirectly visible as dark
areas appearing in the fluorescence images of the crystals (Section 1.2.1). In
Fig. 4.1 (c), the sympathetically cooled molecular ions have been made visible
in the simulated images for clarity. Column (i) in Fig. 4.1 shows a pure atomic
Coulomb crystal containing 262 Ca+ ions at a mean secular energy Esec/kB=23
mK, where the secular energy is defined as the thermal energy of ions without
the micromotion (Section 2.1.1).
Although the shapes of the crystals projected onto the imaging plane (Fig. 4.1)
are reminiscent of those obtained in conventional linear RF traps [54], these
crystals are not spheroidal due to the lack of the degeneracy of the trap fre-
quencies in the transverse (x, y) directions. For the present case, the principal
trap frequencies were determined to be !x/2⇡ = 171 kHz, !y/2⇡ = 272 kHz and
!z/2⇡ = 83 kHz. Note that this resulted from the particular choice of the static
potential configuration (Section 3.1.3), and in SE traps spheroidal crystals can
also be achieved (see Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 as well as Ref. [121])
The Ca+ N+2 bicomponent Coulomb crystal shown in Fig. 4.1 (ii) (a) was
obtained by loading N+2 into a Ca+ Coulomb crystal. Based on MD simula-
tions, we inferred that this crystal contains 50 N+2 ions sympathetically cooled
to Esec/kB=43 mK in equilibrium with 180 Ca+ at Esec/kB=33 mK. Due to the
1Nitrogen molecular cation is an interesting choice because it is one of the most extens-
ively studied molecules in spectroscopy [101]. Metal hydride ions are useful for applications
in quantum logic spectroscopy [102], frequency standards and black-body radiation (BBR)
thermometry [103].
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Figure 4.1: (a) Experimental and (b,c) simulated false-colour laser-cooling fluor-
escence images of bicomponent Coulomb crystals in the chip trap. In (c), the
sympathetically cooled molecular ions were made visible in the simulations for
clarity. Colour code: Ca+: blue, N+2 : green and CaH+: red. (i) Pure atomic
crystal containing 262 Ca+ ions, (ii) 50 sympathetically cooled N+2 and 180 Ca+
ions, and (iii) 7 sympathetically cooled CaH+ and 200 Ca+ ions.
tighter confining force for lighter ions (Section 3.1.3), N+2 ions localised closer
to the central trap axis than the Ca+ ions. The asymmetric shape of the N+2
crystal along the z-direction was caused by the unidirectional radiation pressure
force acting on Ca+ ions, as well as small asymmetries in the potential induced
by the geometry of the RF electrodes (Fig. 3.1 and 3.9).
Column (iii) of Fig. 4.1 shows 7 CaH+ ions at Esec/kB=28 mK sympath-
etically cooled by 200 Ca+ ions at Esec/kB=24 mK. Heavy CaH+ ions localise
at the edges of the Ca+ crystal. Sympathetically cooling of a larger number of
CaH+ ions was found to be diﬃcult which was attributed to the reduced contact
volume of CaH+ with the laser-cooled Ca+ ions at the extremities of the crystal,
as well as the reduced trap depth for heavier species.
The flexibility in shaping the trapping potentials using the chip lends itself to
a precise manipulation of the crystals to form structures which are challenging
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Figure 4.2: Ca+ N+2 bicomponent Coulomb crystals in the chip trap at diﬀerent
trapping configurations. (a) Experimental and (b,c,d) simulated false-colour
laser-cooling fluorescence images. N+2 ions were made visible in green in the
simulations for clarity. In panel (d), a side view of simulated images in the yz
plane perpendicular to the chip are shown. (i) 18 N+2 ions bisecting a near-planar
Coulomb crystal with 50 Ca+ ions. (ii) A string of 5 N+2 sympathetically cooled
by two strings with 3 Ca+ ions each.
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their composition
to obtain in conventional electrode geometries. In the experiment shown in
column (i) of Fig. 4.2, a near-planar bicomponent Coulomb crystal was formed
with sympathetically cooled N+2 ions centred along the RF null line splitting the
Ca+ crystal in two halves. From the simulated side view of the crystal shown in
Fig. 4.2 (i) (d), it can be seen that the crystal has a pancake-like shape and is at
maximum only two layers of ions thick. In the experiment shown in column (ii)
of Fig. 4.2, a completely planar structure was generated consisting of a string
of 5 N+2 ions sympathetically cooled by two adjacent strings of 3 laser-cooled
Ca+ ions each. Such planar bicomponent structures have been proposed as a
framework for quantum computation and simulation [186].
In the following, we focus on three important aspects: (1) the shape and en-
ergetics of the bicomponent crystals as a function of the crystal composition, (2)
details of the experiments to spatially separate diﬀerent ionic species in a crys-
tal, and (3) the eﬀect of trap anharmonicities on the structure of bicomponent
crystals.
4.2 Structure and energetics of bicomponent crys-
tals as a function of their composition
The number of sympathetically cooled N+2 ions in the crystals was controlled
by varying the ionisation rate of neutral N2 following the preparation of a pure
Ca+ crystal (Section 3.2.3). A set of experiments performed by loading varying
numbers of N+2 ions into the trap is shown in Fig. 4.3. The molecular ions appear
as a dark area in the centre of the crystals and have been made visible in green
in the simulations for clarity. Slight discrepancies between the experimental
and simulated images are attributed to machining imperfections of the trap
electrodes which were not accounted for in the simulations. The crystals in the
experiments shown in Fig. 4.3 (ii)-(vi) were composed of 3 % up to 28 % of
N+2 ions as deduced from comparisons with simulated images. The uncertainty
in the determination of the ion numbers amounted to ±1 for N+2 ions and ±2
(±5) for Ca+ ions in small (big) crystals. Uncertainties arise from the fact that
usually a range of simulated images with slightly varying ion numbers closely
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Figure 4.3: (a) Experimental and (b,c) simulated false-color laser-cooling fluores-
cence images of Ca+ N+2 bicomponent Coulomb crystals in the SE trap. In (c),
the sympathetically cooled molecular ions were made visible in the simulations
for clarity. Colour code: Ca+: blue, N+2 : green. (i)-(vi) The Coulomb crystals
shown in (i) - (vi) contained 0, 8, 22, 28, 42 and 50 N+2 ions corresponding to
percentages of 0, 3, 9, 12, 22, 28 % of the total number of ions.
match the experimental image [173, 180]. The asymmetric structure of the N+2
crystals along the z -axis resulted from the radiation pressure force acting on the
Ca+ ions caused by unidirectional laser cooling, as well as asymmetries in the
RF force caused by the asymmetric geometry of the finite-sized RF electrodes
(Fig. 3.1 and 3.9). During the loading phase, a small number of Ca+ ions was
lost because of collisions with neutral N2 molecules.
The average secular energies (i.e., the ion energies without micromotion) of
the ions in the crystals of Fig. 4.3 (i)-(vi) are shown in Fig. 4.4 which depend
on the number of laser-cooled ions in relation to the number of sympathetically
cooled ions. Increasing the number of N+2 ions resulted in higher average secular
energies for both species. For instance, the crystal shown in Fig. 4.3 (ii) con-
tains 8 sympathetically cooled N+2 ions at Esec/kB=30 mK in conjunction with
257 Ca+ ions at Esec/kB=24 mK. For the crystal in Fig. 4.3 (vi), the average
secular energy amounts to Esec/kB=43 mK for 50 sympathetically cooled N+2
ions with 180 Ca+ ions at Esec/kB=33 mK. Across the series of crystals studied,
the diﬀerence in average energy between the two species increased from 6 mK
to 10 mK with increasing the ratio between N+2 and Ca+.
The trends observed in Fig. 4.3 can be explained by an increasingly unfa-
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Figure 4.4: Average secular energies of laser-cooled atomic (Ca+: black triangle)
and sympathetically cooled molecular (N+2 : red circle) ions plotted as a function
of the number of sympathetically cooled N+2 ions in the crystals shown in Fig. 4.3
(see text for details).
vourable ratio of heating to cooling forces acting on the entire ion ensemble. As
molecular ions are only indirectly cooled by Ca+ ions, but are subject to the
same heating processes (apart from photon recoil, i.e., RF heating and colli-
sions with background gas), the average secular energy of the N+2 ions is higher
relative to that of Ca+ ions. The secular energies of both species depend on
the absolute and relative numbers of diﬀerent ions in the crystal. These results
are in agreement with previous findings on bicomponent crystals in linear Paul
traps [72]. Note that these results depend also on the spatial distribution of the
ion subensemble with respect to the RF null line.
4.3 Spatial separation of ion species
If a trapped ion is subjected to a uniform static electric field EDC along the y
axis, the average position of a single ion is displaced by yion ⇠= QEDC · yˆ/m!2i
[108], where !i is the secular frequency and yˆ the unit vector along y. Ions with
diﬀerent masses exhibit diﬀerent displacements due to the mass dependence
of the pseudopotential although subjected to the same static field. In large
bicomponent Coulomb crystals, such displacements can result in a complete
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Figure 4.5: Static potential configurations  DC in the xy plane used for the
spatial separation of the N+2 and Ca+ ions. The dashed line indicates the position
of the RF null line. In (i) and (iii), the minimum of the static potential was
displaced below and above the RF null line, respectively. In (ii), the minimum
of  DC coincides with the RF null line, corresponding to an axialized trapping
configuration.
separation of species if the diﬀerence between the displacements for each species
exceeds the spatial extension of the crystals. Note that in the present context,
spatial separation refers to increasing the mean distance of the centres of atomic
and molecular ion crystals, as opposed to the segregation of ionic species within
perfectly axialized crystals [54, 57].
The static potential configurations used for demonstrating the spatial separ-
ation of ions are illustrated in Fig. 4.5. By applying additional voltage oﬀsets of
 0.3, 0.0 and 0.35 V on the two central electrodes, the height of the trap minima
for both species was changed. The static fields generated along the y-axis were
calculated to be 46 Vm 1( yˆ), 0 Vm 1, 50 Vm 1(+yˆ) at the centre of the trap
across the three configurations shown in Fig. 4.5 (i)-(iii). Fig. 4.6 (i)-(iii) show
the same Coulomb crystal under these three trapping conditions. In Fig. 4.6 (i)
and (iii), a near-planar bicomponent crystal is shown in which the N+2 ions were
spatially separated from the Ca+ ions in the positive and negative y directions,
respectively. In Fig. 4.6 (ii) the same crystal was centred on the RF null line.
Figure 4.7 (a) shows the extent of the spatial separation of the species in the
experiments of Fig. 4.7 as extracted from the MD simulations. In the crystal
shown in Fig. 4.6 (i), the average displacements from the RF null line hyioni
were obtained to be 50 µm for N+2 and 31 µm for Ca+ leading to a separation of
19±2 µm. By pushing the ions above the RF null line as shown in Fig. 4.6(iii),
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Figure 4.6: Demonstration of the spatial separation of Ca+ N+2 Coulomb crys-
tals into an atomic and molecular component. (a) Experimental and (b,c,d)
simulated false-colour fluorescence images. In (c,d), the sympathetically cooled
molecular ions were made visible in green in the simulations for clarity. In (d),
side views of the simulated crystals are displayed showing the separation of the
ion species. (i) The N+2 crystal was placed above the Ca+ crystal while both were
subjected to an electric field along the  y direction and pushed underneath the
RF null line. (ii) The crystal was axialized and the N+2 and Ca+ crystals were
centred on the RF null line. (iii) The N+2 crystal was placed underneath the Ca+
crystal while both were subjected to an electric field along the +y direction and
pushed above the RF null line.
the layers of N+2 and Ca+ ions were moved by 40 µm and 62 µm, respectively,
resulting in an average separation of 22±2 µm.
As demonstrated in Fig. 4.7 (b), the spatial separation of sympathetic-
ally cooled N+2 ions from laser-cooled Ca+ ions adversely aﬀected the cool-
ing eﬃciency because of the reduced contact volume between the two species.
Moreover, the application of the uniform static field that changed the trapping
height also altered the secular trapping frequencies. This can be seen from the
variation of the aspect ratios of the crystals in Figs. 4.6 (a) (i)-(iii). The secular
frequencies for Ca+ were calculated to be (!x, !y, !z)=(186, 290, 83) kHz, (172,
273, 83) kHz and (156, 257, 84) kHz for the crystals shown in Fig. 4.6 (i), (ii)
and (iii), respectively. Consequently, the secular kinetic energies of Ca+ ions
EKin(i) / mu(i)!2i (where u(i) is the amplitude of the ion’s secular motion [108])
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Figure 4.7: (a) Shifts of the average ion positions hyioni for Ca+ and N+2 caused
by an applied static field (Ca+: black triangle, N+2 : red circle) for the three
crystals shown in Fig. 4.6. The error bars in the distances are smaller than the
size of the symbols. (b) Average secular energies of both species as a function
of distance between the atomic and molecular ions. The error bars reflect the
uncertainty in the comparison of the simulated with the experimental images.
were also modified (Figure 4.7 (b)). For N+2 ions, the average secular kinetic
energy calculated for the crystal above the RF null line is less than that for
the crystal beneath the RF null line (labelled with (iii) and (i) respectively in
Fig. 4.7) due to the contribution of both factors.
The static electric fields used to separate the ionic species caused significant
excess micromotion. Ca+ ions were subjected to wider micromotion amplitudes
because of their farther displacements from the RF null line. We inferred that
the average total energies of the ions have been increased by h Etotali/kB=3.5 K
for N+2 and h Etotali/kB=7 K for Ca+ ions in the case for the crystal pushed
underneath the RF null line in Fig. 4.6 (i). For the crystals pushed above the RF
null line in Fig. 4.6 (iii), h Etotali/kB=4.5 K and 13.5 K have been calculated for
N+2 and Ca+ ions, respectively. The higher energies compared to the conditions
in Fig. 4.6 (i) were caused by the farther displacement of the ions from the RF
null line in this case.
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4.4 Anharmonicity eﬀects on bicomponent Cou-
lomb crystals
In the present context, the investigation of anharmonicity eﬀects is of importance
because of the following reasons:
(1) The miniaturization of the trap geometry potentially leads to the increase
of anharmonic terms in the trapping potential [115].
(2) The asymmetry of the geometry in SE traps can cause significant odd-
order terms in the direction perpendicular to the surface of electrodes. As
discussed in Section 2.2.3, these higher-order components would cause adverse
eﬀects, for instance, the frequency shift of ions’ motional modes that harm ap-
plications such as frequency standards. This results in an additional challenge
in designing microfabricated SE traps. Due to the flexibility of planar electrode
geometries, the trapping potentials in such traps can be engineered in order to
suppress those terms.
(3) In experiments with a large number of trapped ions, anharmonicity ef-
fects could become particularly significant because diﬀerent ions may experience
diﬀerent curvatures of the trapping potential at their equilibrium positions.
(4) In sympathetic-cooling experiments (e.g., mixed-species ion crystals), the
equilibrium position of ions depends on the relative masses [115]. Therefore, ions
of diﬀerent mass-to-charge ratios experience diﬀerent anharmonicities not only
because of the mass dependence of the pseudopotential but also due to their
diﬀering equilibrium positions.
(5) Anharmonicities can be introduced deliberately using tailored control
fields to engineer ion crystals with special properties [134, 135] or to selectively
address transitions and coherently control the motional mode of ions [136, 137].
The eﬀects of anharmonicity can be quantified in the framework of a power
series expansion of the total trapping potential [115]:
 t(xi) =
1X
n=2
nx
n
i = 2x
2
i
"
1 +
1X
n=3
✓
xi
 n
◆n 2#
, (4.1)
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Figure 4.8: A schematic of a five-wire SE trap used to model the trapping
potentials for the five study cases. a and b are the width of the central DC
and RF electrodes, and h is the trapping height. The width and distance of
the endcap electrodes (labelled with E) along the trap axis are indicated by lE
and lC . The DC (RF) electrodes are not semi-infinite (infinite) along the x (z)
direction, i.e., the overall size of the traps was restricted to s = 50⇥h.
where
 n = (n/2)
1/(2 n). (4.2)
Here,  t refers to a one-dimensional cut through the total potential, n are
expansion coeﬃcients and  n parameterises the length scale over which anhar-
monic terms of order n become comparable to the harmonic contribution. The
larger  n, the less significant the corresponding anharmonic potential term and
the longer the length scale over which anharmonicity manifests itself in the prop-
erties of ion crystals. Since anharmonic terms tend to be more pronounced in
miniaturised traps which exhibit small values of  n, the question arises at which
size of trap anharmonicities start to appreciably aﬀect the properties of bicom-
ponent crystals. This question is addressed using a theoretical study which
enables the quantitative rationalization of the eﬀects observed.
4.4.1 Design of the study cases
We employed SE traps of diﬀerent sizes which feature systematically varying an-
harmonic potential terms and implemented MD simulations to study the prop-
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erties of bicomponent Coulomb crystals in those traps. A five-wire SE trap,
as schematically depicted in Fig. 4.8, was adopted and modelled in the gap-
less plane approximation using the SurfacePattern software [179]. The trapping
height h was chosen as the characteristic length scale of the systems. The geo-
metries were refined using the analytical model in Ref. [114], and were specified
by (a, b, h) = (1975, 2332, 1800), (979, 1166, 900), (544, 648, 500), (217, 259,
200) and (109, 129, 100) µm. The overall size of the chip was chosen to be in
a square of 50⇥h. The consistent scaling of the entire geometry in this way
enabled comparison between the results obtained.
The applied RF and static voltages must be chosen such that the harmonic
trap frequencies were kept the same in all cases in order to render the harmonic
part of the trap potentials comparable. In addition, radial frequencies in the xy
plane need to be degenerate to enable a comparison with linear Paul traps [54].
Figure 4.9 (a) depicts the variation of the intrinsic depth Dint and the sta-
bility parameter Qxx (=  Qyy) for the SE trap with h = 200µm as a function of
the RF voltage amplitude VRF and frequency ⌦RF. As the ion-electrode distance
varies over one order of magnitude in these five geometries, it is challenging to
chose values of the VRF and ⌦RF which lead to suﬃciently small stability para-
meters and simultaneously a deep potential well. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.9
(c) in the VRF-⌦RF space in which there is no overlap between desired trapping
configurations for SE traps of diﬀerent scales (labelled with their character-
istic height). Thus the RF frequency was fixed at ⌦RF=2⇡⇥8.17 MHz and
Qxx=( Qyy) = 0.3 while the trap depth was varied. Figure 4.9 (d) shows that
this choice necessitates high (low) VRF values for big (small) traps.
To determine the static voltages (i.e., Vi to apply to the ith DC electrodes;
endcap, central, and control electrodes shown in Fig. 4.8), the Lagrange multi-
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the relation between the intrinsic depth Dint and the
stability parameter Qxx for the SE traps designed as a function of the RF voltage
amplitude VRF and frequency ⌦RF. In (a), the region in which Dint > 0.1 eV is
in green, and Qxx = 0.2 and Qxx = 0.02 are shown with solid and dashed lines,
respectively, also illustrated in (b) separately for clarity. In (c), the intersection
area representing Dint   0.1 eV and Qxx  0.2 for the five SE traps is displayed
(labelled with their trapping height h). As the trap size scales over one order
of magnitude optimal operational RF voltages do not overlap in the VRF-⌦RF
space. (d) shows the chosen values of VRF while ⌦RF is fixed at 8.17 MHz.
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plier method was used which is formulated as:8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
maximise: f =
X
i
Vi
2,
subject to:
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
g1 =
P
i
Vir i,dc = 0,
g2 =
P
i
@2 i,dc
@z2
  ↵ = 0,
g3 =
P
i
@2 i,dc
@x2
 Pi @2 i,dc@y2 = 0,
g4 =
q2V 2RF
2m⌦2RF
✓
@2 RF
@y2
◆2
  ↵2     = 0.
(4.3)
The target function f is proportional to the power consumption. m and q are
the mass and charge of the trapped ions, and VRF and ⌦RF denote the RF
amplitude and frequency, respectively.  RF and  DC denote the RF and DC-
electrode-potential basis function. ↵ and   are defined as:
↵ = m!2z ,
  = m!2x = m!
2
y .
(4.4)
Hence the multiple constraints given in Eqn. 4.3 represent the following require-
ments:
g1- Static electric fields at the trap centre must vanish to ensure an axialized
trapping configuration.
g2- The axial trap strength is specified by ↵ to generate a desired axial secular
frequency (z is the coordinate along the trap axis (Fig. 4.8)).
g3- The radial confinement must be degenerate in order to enable comparison
between Coulomb crystals in SE and Paul traps (xy is the transverse plane
(Fig. 4.8)).
g4- The ratio of   to ↵, known as the anisotropy parameter [117], must be
specified to determine the spatial distribution of ions with respect to the RF null
line. In this way, the aspect ratio of the crystals [57] obtained in diﬀerent SE as
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well as Paul traps is identified which allows comparison between total energies
of ions (i.e., thermal energies of ions including the micromotion).
The secular trapping frequencies are given by:
!j =
1p
m
vuut q2
2m⌦2RF
✓
@2 RF
@xj
2
◆2
+ q
X
i
Vi
@2 i,dc
@xj
2
=
⌦RF
2
s
Q2jj
2
+ Ajj .
(4.5)
As a result, the voltages calculated by solving Eqn. 4.3 lead to an identical
harmonic contribution in all cases specified by !y = !x = 840 kHz and !z =
300 kHz. The stability parameters were Azz = 2Ayy=  2 Axx = 5.4 ⇥ 10 3
(Section 2.1.2), highlighting the degeneracy of the radial modes under these
trapping conditions for all SE traps.
4.4.2 Characterization of anharmonic contributions
Figure 4.10 (a) shows one-dimensional cuts through the total potential  t along
the vertical (y) axis for the diﬀerent traps calculated for the trapping conditions
as discussed in the previous section (solid lines). For comparison, a harmonic
potential with the same harmonic trapping frequencies is also shown. A visual
comparison of  t with the harmonic potential illustrates the increasing degree of
anharmonicity with decreasing the trap size (see the potentials near their minima
for the smallest three traps in the inset). This is quantified in Fig. 4.10 (b) which
shows  3y, the  3 parameter for  t along the y-axis, obtained by a fit of Eqn. 4.2
to  t.  3y scales linearly with the trapping height (as can also be shown from
Eqn. 4.2) ranging from ⇡  34µm to ⇡  614 µm for the smallest to the largest
trap studied, respectively. The insets display  3y for diﬀerent molecular-ion
species. The mass dependence of  3y results from diﬀerent strengths of the
pseudopotential  ps for the diﬀerent species.
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Figure 4.10: (a) One-dimensional cuts through the total trapping potential  t for
Ca+ along the vertical (y) axis through the trap centre for SE traps with diﬀerent
trapping heights h and identical harmonic frequencies (solid lines). The dashed
lines show a harmonic potential yielding the same secular frequencies. The inset
shows a magnified view of the potentials near the trap centre of the smallest
traps. (b) Anharmonicity parameter along the y axis  3y for the same traps.
The insets display  3y for diﬀerent ion species in the traps with h = 100 µm and
1800 µm.
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4.4.3 Structural and energetic properties of bicomponent
crystals
The MD simulation implemented has already been discussed in detail in Sec-
tion 2.6.2. The trapping force was calculated from analytical gradients of the
trapping potentials approximated by power series expansions using a three di-
mensional fit to the numerically computed RF and static potentials near the
trap centre for each trap. In this treatment all possible higher-order and cross
terms were considered up to the 4th order terms.
In Fig. 4.11 (a)-(d), MD simulations of bicomponent crystals containing 50
Ca+ ions and 10 sympathetically cooled ions for three diﬀerent molecular spe-
cies in SE traps of four diﬀerent sizes (labelled by their trapping heights h)
are presented. The ions form spheroidal crystals with spatial extensions of
D < 30 µm in the xy plane. The panels display "snapshots" of ion config-
urations obtained near the end of the simulation period. For comparison, the
analogous crystals obtained in a large linear Paul trap with the same harmonic
secular frequencies (Fig. 4.11 (e)). The only weakly anharmonic, larger SE traps
exhibit crystal structures resembling the ones in the linear Paul trap. In con-
trast, the more anharmonic, smaller traps show an asymmetric segregation of
ionic species which becomes more pronounced with decreasing trap size. This
asymmetric segregation is a consequence of the increasingly anharmonic trap
potential in the vertical direction for smaller traps (Fig. 4.11 (a)). This eﬀect
is particularly pronounced for heavy sympathetically cooled ions like CaOH+
(see bottom panel in Fig. 4.11 (a-e) with comparatively weak pseudopotentials
in the vertical direction. We note that special care was taken to ensure that the
minima of  t and  ps coincided for all crystals in order to avoid artefacts in the
simulations resulting from imperfect axialization.
The quantification of the observed eﬀect is enabled by a comparison between
the smallest  n and D the spatial extension of the Coulomb crystals formed in
a trap. The choice of identical secular frequencies in all three directions for all
geometries led to similar spatial extensions of the crystals obtained. Therefore,
these calculations enabled conclusive comparisons. The eﬀect arising from the
number of trapped ions which specifies the size of the crystal also must be
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Figure 4.11: (a)-(d) MD simulations of bicomponent crystals containing 50 Ca+
ions and 10 molecular ions in SE traps with diﬀerent trapping heights from
Fig. 4.10. The figures show snapshots of the ion positions viewed along the z
axis and taken near the end of the simulation period. The  3y values calculated
for trapping potentials in (a)-(d) are  68,  170,  307,  614 µm, respectively.
(e) For comparison, the same crystals have also been simulated in a linear Paul
trap. The vertical and horizontal lines in the figures indicate separations of
10 µm.
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Figure 4.12: Images reconstructed from ion trajectories obtained from molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations for 50 Ca+ ions and 10 CaH+ ions in the SE traps
studied (Fig. 4.10), labelled with their trapping height h. The sympathetically
cooled molecular ions in the mixed-species crystals are shown in colour images.
Colour code: Ca+: blue and CaH+: red. The laser-cooled ions are also separately
displayed in black and white images for clarity. The top (bottom) panel shows
the crystals in the yz (xz) plane perpendicular (parallel) to the electrode surface.
The white dotted line help guide the eye. See Fig. 4.8 for the definition of the
coordinate axes.
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Figure 4.13: Average total kinetic energies of the Coulomb-crystallised ions in
SE traps with diﬀerent trapping heights shown in Fig. 4.11
considered.
The structural eﬀects in the yz plane and xz plane are illustrated in Fig. 4.12
for the case of 10 CaH+ and 50 Ca+ laser-cooled ions. These images were
reconstructed from the ion trajectories obtained from MD simulations, whilst
assuming the same imaging system as in our experiments (Section 3.2.2), and the
position of ions were averaged over the last 1000 RF periods (Section 2.6.2). In
addition to the segregation of diﬀerent ionic species (Fig. 4.11), the asymmetry
of the trapping force leads to the stiﬀening of the crystal along the side parallel
to the electrode plane (top panel Fig. 4.12 (a)). Because  3x is five times larger
than D, the asymmetries have no evident eﬀect in the yz plane parallel to the
surface of electrodes (bottom panel Fig. 4.12 (a-d)).
The eﬀects described above relate to the strength of anharmonic terms as
a function of the size of the SE structures at fixed harmonic frequencies. One
should also note that such eﬀects also depend on the trapping conditions, e.g.,
RF frequency and amplitudes, as well as static control fields. These have not
been characterized in the present study.
The average total kinetic energies of the Coulomb-crystallised ions in Fig. 4.11
are displayed in Fig. 4.13. The total kinetic energies are dominated by the con-
tribution from the ion micromotion and therefore from their distance from the
RF null line. The energies of the diﬀerent ion species are essentially the same in
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the traps with h = 900 µm and 1800 µm. As these traps can be regarded as har-
monic for the sizes of the crystal of Fig. 4.11, the ion kinetic energies are only
weakly aﬀected by potential anharmonicities. However, for the smaller traps
with h = 500 µm and 200 µm, an increase in ion energies can be observed par-
ticularly for heavy sympathetically cooled species. This eﬀect is a consequence
of the increasing role of anharmoncity with decreasing trap size which displaces
heavy sympathetically cooled species farther from the RF null line (see, e.g.,
Fig. 4.11 (a) for CaOH+) and therefore exhibit wider micromotion amplitudes.
4.5 Anharmonicity in the six-wire SE trap
The characteristics of the comparatively large trap used in the present experi-
ments were similar to the one with trapping height h = 1800 µm characterised
in Figs. 4.10 to Fig. 4.13. Anharmonicity parameters  n (Eqn. 4.2) were calcu-
lated from power series fitted to one-dimensional cuts through the total potential
 t(xi) in a region of 400 µm around the trap centre. The parameters along the
y axis were obtained to be  3y=  750 µm and  4y= 890 µm. The anharmon-
icity parameters along the x and z axes were about two orders of magnitude
larger. Moreover, the voltage configurations used in the experiments resulted in
Coulomb crystals with typical extensions <100 µm along the most asymmetric
direction y so that anharmonic eﬀects did not play a role in our experiments.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.14 which depicts the region of validity of the har-
monic approximation for the present trap in relation to the size of a typical large
crystal in our SE trap. Thus, for practical purposes the trap used in the present
study can be regarded to be harmonic in a good approximation.
4.6 Summary and conclusions
This chapter has presented an investigation of the structural and energetic prop-
erties of bicomponent Coulomb crystals in a SE ion trap. Crystal shapes and ion
energies were characterized by comparisons of experimental laser-cooling fluor-
escence images with MD simulations. Methods for spatially separating the ion
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Figure 4.14: (a) Validity of the harmonic approximation in the present SE trap.
(a) One-dimensional cut through the total potential  t for Ca+ ions along the
vertical direction y near the trap centre. The anharmonicity parameters  n and
trapping force coeﬃcients were calculated in a region of 400 µm around the trap
centre. (b) Side view of a typical large crystal containing 262 Ca+ ions (bottom),
180 Ca+ and 50 N+2 ions (top) showing a maximum spatial extension <100 µm
along the vertical direction.
species in our experiments using static control fields were detailed and the eﬀect
of the separation on the crystal shapes and ion energies were discussed.
The eﬀects of trap anharmonicities on the shapes and energies of bicom-
ponent crystals were explored. Anharmonicity can have pronounced eﬀects on
the structure of bicomponent crystals. It was concluded that anharmonicities
appreciably aﬀect the crystal properties in small to medium-sized traps when
the spatial extension of ions becomes comparable to the smallest anharmonicity
parameter, but can be neglected in large, millimetre-sized traps such as the one
used in our experiments. However, using suﬃcient degrees of freedom oﬀered
by two-dimensional geometry as well as applied voltages, the trapping poten-
tial can be engineered so that anharmonic terms are eﬀectively eliminated. The
trap geometry and the applied voltages can be designed to suppress such eﬀects.
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Moreover, the present study demonstrates that anharmonicity in the trapping
potentials can deliberately be engineered to spatially separate ion species in
bicomponent crystals.
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Chapter 5
Design of a multi-functional
surface-electrode ion trap
5.1 Highly integrated experiments on a single-
layer chip
This chapter discusses the design of a multi-functional surface-electrode RF ion
trap that has been developed to enable experiments with cold molecular ions
using a monolithic chip device. The goal was motivated by the opportunity
of integrating multiple trapping zones, the possibility of precisely shaping, as
well as fabricating, electrodes, and the scalability of the structure in microfab-
ricated SE traps. Therefore, the chip was designed to enable the performance
of various tasks such as loading and preparation of ions, mass spectrometry,
spectroscopy, reaction studies, and manipulation of the structure of Coulomb
crystals in a monolithic miniaturized device using precisely shaped trapping po-
tentials. The chip features carefully engineered ion channel intersections that
enable transporting sympathetically cooled molecular ions in the form of bicom-
ponent Coulomb crystals.
The key elements that must be realized for developing such a chip are the
design and optimisation of junctions (Section 2.5.2). This work focuses only on
surface-electrode junctions, benefiting from the flexibility of planar structures
and capitalizing on the potentials oﬀered by such new trapping architectures.
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Furthermore, SE junctions can also be divided into two classes: first those
designed to enable the proper intersection of quadrupolar ion channels using
multi-dimensional trap arrays featuring three- or four-fold symmetry [90, 156–
159, 187], and second those which facilitate smooth reshaping of trapping fields
along one-dimensional arrays, referred to as field-modifying junctions [151].
The chip consists of quadrupolar and octupolar SE traps and two optimised
SE junctions. The first is a cross between four quadrupolar channels, while the
second is a connection between a quadrupolar channel and an octupolar region.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the layout of this chip. In the following, the optimisation
of the electrode geometry is discussed and it is concluded with the final design
of the chip.
Four Quadrupolar 
channels 
Octupolar channel 
Quadrupole -to- Octupole  
Junction  
Cross Junction  
L 
Q1  
Q3  
Q2  
O  
Q4  
h 
Figure 5.1: The overall layout of the multi-functional ion trap chip. L indicates
the loading zone where ions are trapped at a height of h above the surface.
The four quadrupolar channels are labelled with Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4, and are
connected via a cross junction. A quadrupole-to-octupole field junction along
the fourth quadrupolar arm transforms the trapping field into an octupolar
region O.
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5.2 Multi-objective optimisation of the structure
The concepts and tools used to optimise the geometry of the chip are discussed in
this section. In the context of ion trapping, the optimisation of trap geometries
has been applied to: junction structures for enabling cross shuttling and reorder-
ing ions [90, 156], ion trap lattices as for quantum simulators [123, 188, 189],
electrode configurations for fast separation of ions [91] as well as for minimising
anharmonicities and improving trap stiﬀness [134], DC electrodes for adiabatic
transport [190]. In this study, the focus is on the first category.
Transporting ions through SE junctions requires the minimisation of several
factors: the height of pseudopotential barriers (see Section 2.5.2) and gradients,
the variation of the trapping height, and the variation of axial secular trapping
frequencies along ion channels. Therefore, it becomes indispensable to consider
a multi-objective optimisation (MOO) process that deals with all requirements
simultaneously.
Solving a typical MOO consists of the following steps [191]. First, a number
of independent parameters are chosen to define a feasible design space. Second,
the constraints are specified. Third, merit functions which represent physical
quantities are determined. At this stage, numerical or analytical methods are
decided upon. The main task is then conducted by an optimisation algorithm
which searches for a global minimum within the design space by systematically
changing parameters. These elements are specified in conformity with the geo-
metry optimisation of the chip and are subsequently discussed in 5.2.1, 5.2.2,
5.2.3, and 5.2.4.
A two-step optimisation process was applied to each component that has
been assembled on the final chip. In the first optimisation, the potential gener-
ated by SE electrodes was calculated using SurfacePattern package [179] based
on analytical calculations in the "gapless plane" approximation (see Section
2.6.1). These calculations were performed in a close collaboration with Roman
Schmied who also developed a Mathematica routine for the optimisation of the
junctions. The high eﬃciency of these calculations in terms of time and memory
consumption enabled many iterations, and hence, some of the generic aspects
of junction geometries were explored. More importantly, the solutions obtained
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served as starting points for further optimisation as described below.
Due to weakly confining potentials at ion channel intersections the eﬀect of
gaps can not be neglected, and therefore, re-optimisation of the structure in the
presence of the gaps was essential. Thus the geometries obtained from the first
optimisation served as starting points for the second in which electric potentials
generated by three-dimensional structural models including gaps were simulated
using finite element method (FEM) in COMSOL [182] (Section 2.6.1), while the
post-processing was performed in MATLAB using the LiveLinkTM forMATLAB
module. The above mentioned terminology is extensively used to refer to these
two distinct calculations.
5.2.1 Design space
In this study, the design space refers to a set of parameters defining RF elec-
trode geometries to be used in optimisation processes. This section focuses on
the design space of the cross junction in the first optimisation; however, the de-
veloped toolbox can be simply generalized to the other calculations presented.
As illustrated in Fig. 5.2, RF electrode shapes in a typical cross junction can be
specified by sets of control points. The numbers and locations of these points
were varied according to the three methods used.
The first approach utilized four control points where two points on each
perimeter are connected simply via a line as depicted in Fig. 5.2 (i). This
straightforward choice of only four parameters facilitated many iterations of
optimisation processes and despite a low number of degrees of freedom led to
reasonable solutions (see Section 5.3.2).
In the second approach ( Fig. 5.2 (ii)), the inner and outer RF electrode edges
were broken up into several line elements. The locations of the control points at
which these line elements are connected were used as optimisation parameters
and linked via a given distance   and length L. We began with four control
points and increased them up to 20 points while aiming for improved results
and/or for properly shaped electrodes without acute angles. Careful attention
must be paid when increasing the number of degrees of freedom because it does
not necessarily result in better solutions because of the higher probability of
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Figure 5.2: Parametrisation of the cross junction geometry for the first optim-
isation processes. In (i-iii), the RF electrodes are shown in colour, the red points
indicate the control points, and a and b are the width of central DC and RF
electrodes, respectively. The control points on the inner and outer perimeter
are connected via lines in (i), line elements defined by di, their distance  ,
and involved length L in (ii), and splines in (iii). In (iii), each red point as-
signed with its abscissa represents three degrees of freedom, and thereby, the
geometry was fully defined by {xd, a/2+ b, vd,  }, {xc, a/2, vc,  }, {xa, xa, va,↵},
and {xb, xb, vb,  } (see Fig. 5.3 for details). Note that only one eighth of the
geometry was parametrised due to four-fold rotational symmetry combined with
reflection in every cross junction as highlighted by dashed lines.
getting trapped in local minima.
This method of parametrisation has been widely used [90, 151, 156, 158, 159,
192]. However, the electrode structure obtained might exhibit very sharp fea-
tures arising from underdetermined geometrical constraints. At a given height
z above the surface, the Fourier components of the surface potential exponen-
tially decrease with z on the length scale of electrode dimensions [124], and
consequently, sharp elements which are much finer than z have no clear in-
fluence on the trapping field. Such sharp structures, see Ref. [156, 158], might
hinder precise manufacturing and would reduce breakdown voltages through the
bulk or surface flashover.
Figure 5.2 (iii) illustrates the third approach used to mitigate such issues by
using splines to define the design space. A detailed description given in Fig. 5.3
shows that the number of control points on each perimeter were increased to
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γ   
( x a , y a) 
( x c , y c) 
DC electrode
RF electrode
Figure 5.3: A schematic of a spline forming an RF electrode edge. The locations
of 21 control points shown in red are given by 8 parameters {xa, ya, Va,↵},
{xc, yc, Vc,  }, which are the positions of the initial and final points, and the
amplitude as well as the orientation angle of the first derivatives at these points.
21 while they are bound to a spline specified by eight parameters. Because of
reasons of symmetry, the number of parameters for each spline was eventually
reduced to six, and thus the geometries of the cross junction were given by 12
parameters. This method of parametrisation was found to be suﬃciently flexible
as well as eﬃcient and was mainly used in the first optimisation.
The parametrisation of geometries in the second optimisation was chosen
with two to four parameters specifically chosen for each part and is presented
with obtained results in each section.
5.2.2 Constraints
An important theme of any optimisation problem is the way in which the design
space is restricted, i.e., the determination of constraints. Proper constraints fa-
cilitate search procedures and improve results by avoiding impractical electrode
structures as discussed in the previous section. Constraints can be categorized
as:
(1) Physical constraints: defined by the laws of physics and symmetries, such
as the Laplace equation.
(2) Geometrical constraints: defined by possible trap structures.
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(3) Practical (or user) constraints: defined by practical limits such as break-
down voltages and manufacturing methods.
(4) Application constraints: defined by the user based on particular applic-
ations. Designing certain trapping frequencies and accommodating design con-
straints arising from the combination of diﬀerent functionality are two examples
of this category.
In the first optimisation, the constraints were set to avoid sharp edges and
overlaps of the electrodes. Care should be taken not to restrict the design space
too rigorously at this stage. In the second optimisation which deals with real
structures, we focused more on the user and application constraints.
5.2.3 Objective functions and weighted sum method
A key aspect of the optimisation processes demonstrated in this work is a
multi-objective optimisation. A variety of objective functions can be considered
[90, 156, 158, 192], and the question arises about which physical quantities are
relevant when designing for certain applications. The SE junctions that has
been experimentally tested thus far were optimised with respect to the follow-
ing objectives [90, 156, 158, 159]:
(1) Pseudopotential barriers
(2) Pseudopotential gradients
(3) Variation of the trapping height
(4) Variation of the curvature of trapping potentials
In the following, we justify the necessity of utilizing each of these objectives
in accordance with requirements for shuttling bicomponent Coulomb crystals,
whilst it is notable that these functions are not independent, necessitating a
MOO.
(1) As discussed in Section 2.5.2, straight RF electrodes intersecting at right
angles yield non-confining trapping potentials perpendicular to ion paths, i.e.,
substantial pseudopotential barriers that impede ion transport [155]. Thus, the
suppression of these barriers is crucially important in general for any intersec-
tion. In addition, ions of diﬀerent masses are subject to diﬀerent pseudopotential
barriers. Note that the position of pseudopotential minima, where the RF field
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vanishes, solely depends on the trap geometry, and therefore, is identical for all
ion masses. Consequently, the segregation of laser-cooled and co-trapped sym-
pathetically cooled ions may occur which would potentially lead to insuﬃcient
sympathetic cooling and large loss rates of molecular ions. Therefore, the height
of pseudopotential barriers was the most important quantity to be minimised
and was treated with large weighting factors in our calculations.
(2) The axial pseudopotential gradient that causes ion heating must be sup-
pressed for reliable shuttling of qubits [90, 156–159], since at intersections where
noise on the RF potential is present axial motional modes of ions might be ex-
cited. Thus, for applications in quantum computation, the minimisation of the
pseudopotential gradient is prevalent. This quantity has been used although not
with the top priority in accordance with our application.
(3) In principle, there are two important reasons to control the variation of
the trapping height. First, weakly confining potentials at SE intersections might
cause ions to fall onto the surface. This issue can be mitigated by using static
fields such that ion channels are deliberately formed closer to the surface. This
is at the expense of moving the trapping minima away from the pseudopotential
null at the center such that the static potential forces ions to circumnavigate the
junction center [158]. This technique is unsuited for bi- and multi-component
Coulomb crystals because of the drastic segregation of ionic species under the
influence of such a static field (Section 4.3). Second, the goal was the trans-
portation of molecular ions together with co-trapped laser cooled atomic ions in
the presence of cooling beams, and thus, variations of the trapping height larger
than that of two times the beam waist should be avoided.
(4) Another approach to near-motional-ground state shuttling of ions is to
minimise the variation of the axial potential curvature [159]. This objective func-
tion is again of importance for applications in quantum information processing,
and hence, was not used in the calculations.
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Therefore, the objective functions were given by:
F1 =  ps |min( ps), l 2 [ lmax, 0] (5.1a)
F2 =k @ ps
@l
|min( ps)k2, l 2 [ lmax, 0] (5.1b)
F3 =k (z |min( ps))  h k2, l 2 [ lmax, 0] (5.1c)
Here, Fi (i=1, 2, 3) denotes the ith objective function,  ps is the pseudopotential,
l is the coordinate along the ion channel, lmax is the coordinate of the initial
trapping zone, and h is the intended trapping height.
A relatively fast and easy-to-implement method of solving MOO problems is
the weighted sum method in which a so-called scalarized function U is minimised
[193]:
U =
n=3X
i
wi[⇠iFi(d1, ..., dm)]
= {w1⇠1, w2⇠2, w3⇠3} · {F1, F2, F3}
(5.2)
Here, wi>0 (i=1, 2, 3) is the weighting factor for the ith objective function
Fi which determines a comparative contribution specifing the user’s preference.
More importantly, the lower  bound transformation method [193], was used to
ensure F1 3 have similar order of magnitude, and so, are comparable in numerical
calculations. Thereby, the transformation coeﬃcient ⇠i (i=1, 2, 3) was given by:
⇠i =
1
F 0i
, (5.3)
where F 0i = minimum {Fi(d1, ..., dm)}. As highlighted by Eqn. 5.2, it is im-
portant to notice a subtle distinction between using weights to determine the
user’s preferences and using weights to transform objective functions. Although
these two numbers can be multiplied to form a single scaling coeﬃcient for each
objective function, these two types of weights have separate roles and are de-
termined in diﬀerent ways. ⇠i is calculated using Eqn. 5.3 by computing the
minimum of each objective function individually, while wi is an arbitrary value
systematically varied in the interval [0,1] to set the relative importance of the
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objectives.
It is beneficial to use normalized (non-dimensional) objective functions Fi.
Consider a total trapping potential in the pseudopotential approximation while
DC electrodes are grounded:
 total(x, y, z) =  ps +  DC
=
q2V 2RF
4 m⌦2RF
kr RFk2 + q
nX
i
Vi i,DC| {z }
0
=
q2V 2RF
4 m⌦2RF
1
h2
kr⇥RFk2| {z }
geometrical factor
.
(5.4)
Here, m and q are the mass and charge of the trapped ions, and VRF and
⌦RF denote the RF amplitude and frequency respectively.  RF( DC) denotes
the RF(DC)-electrode-potential basis function. Note that the non-dimensional
geometrical factor kr⇥RFk2 depends solely on the electrode structures and so
a non-dimensional pseudopotential can be written as:
e ps =  psq2V 2RF
4 m⌦2RFh
2
=
 ps
 ps0
= kr⇥RFk2.
Based on this formalism, the objective functions in Eqns. 5.1 can be expressed
as:
F1(ed1, ..., edm) = e ps |min(e ps),el 2 [ lmax, 0] (5.5a)
F2(ed1, ..., edm) =k @e ps
@el |min(e ps)k2,el 2 [ lmax, 0] (5.5b)
F3(ed1, ..., edm) =k (ez |min(e ps))  1 k2,el 2 [ lmax, 0], (5.5c)
Here, the length parameters denoted with tilde are normalized by the trapping
height h. As can be clearly seen from Eqns. 5.5(a-c), the objective functions,
and hence, solutions of the optimisation are independent of the mass of ions as
well as the trapping parameters. The trapping height, which is a characteristic
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length of the system, can be substituted in the final result. As a result, the
geometries obtained present universal SE structures applicable to any mass or
set of trapping parameters.
5.2.4 Optimisation algorithms
In MOO, a single set of parameters that simultaneously minimises all objective
functions usually does not exist, hence, a Pareto optimal solution is searched
among many possible solutions [191]. We performed optimisation processes
based on direct search algorithms, also referred to as zeroth-order methods,
which are asymptotically slower but more accurate than gradient-based ones.
In the first optimisation, built-in algorithms were used in Mathematica, namely,
"Simulated Annealing", "Diﬀerential Evolution", and "Nelder-Mead" algorithms
[194], while in the second the search was performed by the simplex algorithm,
trial and error, and scanning relevant design spaces.
5.3 Cross junction
5.3.1 Optimisation of quadrupolar channels
First of all, the geometries of RF rails in an infinite quadrupolar channel must
be optimised. A 5-wire design with equal width RF electrodes is specified by
the width of the central DC electrode a and that of RF electrodes b. These two
parameters are linked via the trapping height at which the RF field vanishes
given by h = a2
q
1 + 2 ba . The optimal ratio value of
b
a can be calculated for
a given a while maximising the trapping depth in the absence of control static
fields (referred to as the intrinsic depth, that is, the value of pseudopotential
at escape points) [114]. Due to the importance of the trapping height as a
constraint in many experiments, Wesenberg optimised the intrinsic depth as
well as the trap strength of SE traps for a given trapping height [124, 195]. In
the present study, the curvature of the quadrupole field, which is proportional
to the second derivatives of the RF potential at the trapping height in the
plane perpendicular to the channel, were maximised [123]. Table 5.1 presents a
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Table 5.1: Optimised electrode configurations for a typical 5-wire SE trap.
Reference a b/a h f
[114] fixed 1.19 0.92 a  ps |escape
[124, 195] 11.43 h 3.68 fixed  ps |escape
[123], this work (2
p
2  2) h 2.41 fixed @
2 RF
@z2
|h
detailed comparison between these three calculations, highlighting the fact that
the optimal ba in a five-wire design highly depends on the optimisation approach.
5.3.2 Optimisation of the cross junction using an analyt-
ical model
In light of the discussion presented in Section 5.2, the results of the first op-
timisation of the cross junction are demonstrated. The geometries, as given in
Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5, were selected from over 160 calculations in which design
spaces, weighting factors, and/or optimisation algorithms were varied.
The solution shown in Fig. 5.4 (i) was selected from a set in which the con-
straint given in Table 5.1 was released, i.e., the ratio ba served as an optimisa-
tion parameter. The obtained structures feature narrow RF electrodes sharply
tapered towards the center with much smaller values of ba than those given in
Table 5.1, as seen in the sample result in Fig. 5.4 (i) (a). These solutions exhibit
substantially suppressed pseudopotential barriers, but considerably shallower in-
trinsic depth in far channels. It can be correctly argued that the well-suppressed
barriers arise from a small ratio ba , and correspond to a general reduction of the
pseudopotential over the region, while, the ratio of the pseudopotential barrier
height to the trap depth in far channels remains the same. Such a choice of an
electrode ratio can be seen in Cross Junction [158] and Satellite Trap design
[159]. In comparison, for the given ratio ba = 3.68 (Table 5.1), the optimised
junction exhibits higher pseudopotential barriers while the trapping depth in
the far channel was calculated to be almost three times greater, see Fig. 5.4 (ii)
(a-c).
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To assess the minimisation of pseudopotential barriers, a suppression factor
is defined as the ratio between the height of the suppressed barriers and either
those of the straight junction or the intrinsic depth in far channels. In either
way, this factor is independent of the ratio ba . Thus, it is advisable to fix the ratio
b
a to an optimised value, as discussed in 5.3.1, and use the degrees of freedom
in the vicinity of the center to repress barriers. This approach was employed in
this study with ba set to 2.414 (Table 5.1), see also the example result in Fig. 5.4
(iii).
More flexibility for altering electrode geometries was oﬀered by the line ele-
ment design space with 5 to 21 control points. Consequently, optimised geomet-
ries exhibited lower barriers, as can be seen in Fig. 5.4 (iv). In addition, the
geometry shown in Fig. 5.4 (iv) shows a particularly important feature given
by the four tiny DC patches near the center. This is in agreement with the X
junction trap designed by Bjeorn Lekitsch, who proposed the idea of combining
an octupolar cross junction with a quadrupolar one to suppress pseudopotential
barriers eﬀectively by means of incorporating such diagonally-located, small DC
patches [187, 196]. However, that solution was found by trial and error, while
the presented result was directly obtained from straightforward single-objective
optimisation process using 11 parameters. Note that the implementation of such
DC patches requires vertical interconnect accesses (VIAs) [197].
As discussed in Section 5.2.1, most calculations were performed using the
spline design space (Fig. 5.2 (iii) and Fig. 5.3). Example results are shown in
Fig. 5.5 (i)-(iv). The transformation coeﬃcients were calculated to be {⇠1, ⇠2,
⇠3} = {1.59⇥10 6, 6.1⇥10 12, 1⇥10 4} associated with pseudopotential barriers
and gradients, and the trapping height variation, respectively. The correspond-
ing weighting factors {w1, w2, w3} can be set diﬀerently for each given interval
along the ion channel. This leads to a dramatically increased number of possible
alternatives, however, no significant improvement was achieved. Figure. 5.5 (ii)
provides an example, in which the objective functions were weighted diﬀerently
in two intervals. Therefore, weighting factors were set as a constant value along
the channel in each calculation. Notice that the minimisation of pseudopotential
barriers occurred at the cost of large trapping height variation and vice versa.
For this reason, it is important to properly scan weighting factors. In conclusion,
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Figure 5.4: (i-iv) Results of the first optimisation. (a) Optimised geometries.
(RF (black) and DC (white) electrodes). (b) Pseudopotential barriers along ion
channels. (c) The height of trapping. Note that the units were normalized.
Parametrisation of the electrodes were based on the line design space in (i-iii)
and line elements design space in (iv). The inset in (iv) magnifies a diagonally
located DC patch.
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Figure 5.5: (i-iv) Results of the first optimisation. (a) Optimised geometries
(RF (black) and DC (white) electrodes). (b) Pseudopotential barriers along ion
channels. (c) The height of trapping. Note that the units were normalized.
Parametrisation of the electrodes were based on the spline design space in (i-iv).
The weighting factors {w1, w2, w3} for (i)-(iv) were {0.25, 0.25, 0.5}, { {0, 0.5,
0.5}, {0.4, 0.2, 0.4} }, {0.375, 0.625, 0}, {0.2, 0.6, 0.2}, see text for details.
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Figure 5.6: (a) The cross junction geometry obtained from the first optimisation
(RF (yellow) and DC (white) electrodes). (b) The pseudopotential barriers along
the ion channel for N+2 , Ca+, and CaO+. (c) The pseudopotential profile for
40Ca+ in the (x,z ) plane. The white path corresponds to isopotential contours
of  ps<0.8 meV.
the two structures shown Fig. 5.5 (iii) and (iv) were used as starting points for
the second optimisation.
The solution in Fig. 5.5 (iv) was adapted to h=700 µm (Fig. 5.6 (a)), and
the trapping potential was evaluated for the RF voltage VRF(0 peak)=300 V and
the RF frequency ⌦RF=2⇡ ⇥ 10.0 MHz. In this case the highest barrier for
40Ca+ is 0.36 meV, corresponding to a suppression factor of 614 with respect
to the depth of 221 meV in the far channel, and of 125 with respect to the the
straight intersection barriers. Additionally, the pseudopotential barriers for N+2
and CaO+ along the channel are presented in Fig. 5.6 (b) showing, e.g., the
barrier diﬀerence 0.2 meV in case of N+2 and Ca+. The trapping height varies
around 200 µm above the surface, see Fig. 5.6 (c).
The non-confining characteristic of trapping potentials at the intersection
region also manifest itself in a drastic change of Qyy and Qzz parameters, defined
in Section 2.1.1. Figure 5.7 illustrates the calculated values in the case presented
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Figure 5.7: Stability parameters along the ion channel calculated for the junction
shown in Fig. 5.6 (a).
in Fig. 5.6 using the same trapping parameters as indicated above.
The optimised geometries shared in the following generic aspects: first, RF
electrodes tend to taper towards the center with very fine structure but never
connected, and second, the characteristics of the intersection were extremely
sensitive to any small modification at the center. The conclusion is that po-
tential models in which gap eﬀects are neglected are not suﬃcient to describe
such junctions. Furthermore, the implementation of such optimal geometries is
mainly restricted by the fabrication limitations (Section 6.2).
5.3.3 Second optimisation and characterization of a cent-
ral bridge
The previous section provides an insight into the optimisation of the cross junc-
tion using the gapless plane approximation. Figure 5.8 (a) shows the optimal
geometry with the inclusion of 120-µm wide gaps. Due to the 330-µm-diameter
hole at the center, the pseudopotential exhibited a spatially broad, almost non-
confining trapping region along z at the center as in Fig. 5.8 (b). Therefore, the
challenge was to increase the stiﬀness of the trapping potential in this region so
that the channel height variation and pseudopotential barriers simultaneously
fulfil the requirements specified in Section 5.2.3.
Figure 5.10 shows an optimised geometry with a 30-µm wide DC bridge as
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Figure 5.8: (a) The geometry of the cross junction obtained from the first op-
timisation after introducing gaps. (b) The pseudopotential in the (x,z ) plane
extracted from finite element analysis. The isopotential contours are separated
by 1 meV and the central one indicates the 1-meV potential.
well as the corresponding pseudopotential for 40Ca+ at the RF voltage VRF(0 peak)
= 300 V and the RF frequency ⌦RF = 2⇡⇥ 10.0 MHz. It can be seen that such
a bridge resolves the issue with the non-confining potential at the center. How-
ever, to increase mechanical stability of the structure and more importantly to
avoid the risk of damaging fine features when applying voltages, the width of
the bridge must be increased.
To address this issue, we investigated the incorporation of a central bridge
with carefully refined geometry. To explore the consequences of this modifica-
tion, over 120 geometries were modelled using FEM. Bridges formed by merging
the tips of RF electrodes at the center cause extremely high pseudopotential
barries as in Fig. 5.9 (a). This would lead to ions falling into the chip as dis-
played in the trapping height variation, see Fig. 5.9 (b). In this case, the RF
field cannot be cancelled out at the center due to the lack of the symmetry in the
vertical direction z. This situation is opposed to three-dimensional junctions,
e.g., demonstrated in Ref. [145], where the RF bridge were located symmet-
rically above and below the ion channel. For this reason, the bridge must be
constructed primarily from DC electrodes. Figure 5.9 displays the calculations
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Figure 5.9: Characterization of the central bridge incorporated to the cross
junction. (a) Pseudopotential barriers along ion channels. The inset shows a
magnified view of the pseudopotential barriers calculated for a set of 30-µm wide
DC bridges. (b) The variation of the trapping height. (c) One-dimensional cuts
through pseudopotentials along the z axis at the center of each junction. In
(a-c) the black curve is related to the structure without a bridge (Fig. 5.8), the
dark blue curve shows calculations for a trial structure with a RF bridge, and
the light blue and orange curves illustrate calculations for the structures with a
50-µm and 30-µm wide DC bridges, respectively.
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Figure 5.10: (a) The optimised geometry of the cross junction with a 30-µm
wide DC bridge incorporated at the center. (b) The pseudopotential in the
(x,z ) plane deduced from finite element analysis. The isopotential contours are
separated by 1 meV and the central one indicates the 1-meV potential.
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Figure 5.11: Results of finite element method calculations for four trial cross
junction geometries, selected from over 40 designs, featuring a fixed 70-µm wide
DC bridge at the center. (a) The variation of the trapping height. (b) Pseudo-
potential barriers along ion channels.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Parametrisation of the RF electrodes in the vicinity of a fixed
70-µm wide DC bridge at the center of the cross junction. R and d indicate the
radius of the bent structure and the width of the central gap, respectively. (b)
Density plot of the highest barrier of pseudopotentials for varying geometries
specified by d and R.
for several trial geometries indicating that pseudopotential barriers as well as
the trapping height are very sensitive to the bridge width. For exmple, a 50-µm
wide bridge causes 14 meV barriers, considerably lower than for the structures
with a 30-µm wide bridge, as in Fig. 5.9 (a).
The bridge width was fixed to 70 µm, suitable for the fabrication method
(Section 6.2), and the geometry was parametrised in the vicinity of the center.
Further refinement was achieved by trial and error, and employing the simplex
algorithm. These calculations enabled the suppression of pseudopotential bar-
riers by a factor of three while the trapping height was controlled in a range of
±10%, see Fig. 5.11. Also, pseudopotential barriers reduce as the size of the
gaps in the vicinity of the junction center decreases. This has been verified by
the correlation between the radius of the bent RF electrodes R and the width of
the central gap d shown in Fig. 5.12. Based on these calculations, the optimal
geometry of the cross junction was concluded as presented in Fig. 5.13 (a), fea-
turing a confining trapping potential perpendicular to the ion channel at the
intersection (Fig. 5.13 (b)).
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Figure 5.13: (a) The optimised geometry of the cross junction with a 70-µm
wide DC bridge. (b) The pseudopotential in the (x,z ) plane extracted from
finite element analysis. The isopotential contours are separated by 1 meV and
the central one indicates the 1-meV potential.
5.3.4 Conclusions
The characteristics of the main results for the cross junction discussed in the pre-
vious section are presented in Fig. 5.14. First and foremost, it has been shown
that incorporating an optimised DC bridge at the center of the cross junction
significantly increases the strength of trapping potentials (Fig. 5.14 (a)). As the
bridge widens, the pseudopotential barriers drastically increase, and therefore,
further calculations were done to enable using a 70-µm wide DC bridge. The
final result exhibits barrier < 5.5 meV for 40Ca+ (Fig. 5.14 (b)). Further de-
crease of barriers was challenging due to the practical limitations (Section 6.2).
The increase of the trap stiﬀness in the optimised bridge manifests itself in the
greater Qzz parameter (z is the direction perpendicular to the SE structure),
i.e., improved by a factor of two, see Fig. 5.14 (c). The ion channel elevated at
a well-controlled height over the whole path as displayed in Fig. 5.14 (d).
Finally, it should be noted that there is a mass dependence of the barriers as
illustrated in Fig. 5.15 for several ion species. Although the barrier heights are
five times larger than those of the the structure without a bridge, the stiﬀness
of the tap at the intersection center is greatly increased, which is of importance
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between the results deduced from the second optim-
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Figure 5.15: Pseudopotential barriers for various ion masses along the channel
for the optimised cross junction presented in Fig. 5.13.
for minimising ion loss rates during shuttling.
5.4 Optimisation of the surface-electrode octu-
polar channel
A linear, octupole SE trap was one of the key elements to be integrated on the
multi-functional chip (Section 5.1). Thus, the question arises again about the
optimal electrode configuration that enables maximum trapping strength at a
given height. Here we address this question and present a detailed character-
ization of such a structure. As in the previous section, the first and second
optimisation are given subsequently.
5.4.1 First optimisation based on analytical calculations
To find the optimal geometry of a SE octupole trap, the following three ap-
proaches were considered. In the first approach, theOptimalFinitePattern routine
from the SurfacePattern package was used to calculate the geometries yielding
hexapole, octupole, and decapole potentials. In principle, the code computes an
optimal surface geometry for a set of given local constraints, i.e., fixed values of
the potential and derivatives at a certain point. Furthermore, the solutions re-
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Figure 5.16: Schematics of the translationally symmetric surface-electrode mul-
tipole traps showing (a) seven-, (b) nine-, and (c) eleven-wire geometries. In
(a-c), yi (i=1,..,5) indicates the lateral position of the electrode edge (not to
scale).
turned can maximise these values with optimised trapping strength. The rapid
convergence to a unique solution is guaranteed by the relaxed Linear Program-
ming (LP) method [198]. The geometries obtained for the hexapolar, octupolar,
and decupolar channels were symmetric 7-, 9-, and 11-wire structures, repect-
ively, as shown schematically in Fig. 5.16. The solutions provided a reasonable
estimation of the position of the electrode edges. Fig. 5.17 shows the correspond-
ing pseudopotentials evaluated for 40Ca+, VRF= 400 V, and ⌦RF=2⇡⇥10.0MHz
at 1 mm trapping height. Higher order multipoles oﬀer spatially broader field-
free regions, suited for applications such as spectroscopy and reaction studies
(Section 2.3). However, the trapping depth rapidly decreases as the order of the
multipole grows (Fig. 5.17 (a) and (b)).
In the second approach, assuming that symmetric configurations are superior
solutions for ideal SE multipoles, the exact width of the optimum electrodes was
analytically calculated. The strength of the RF potential at a given height h
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Figure 5.17: Pseudopotentials calculated for optimal hexapole, octupole, and
decapole fields corresponding to seven-, nine-, and eleven-wire geometries, re-
spectively. (a) and (b) show one-dimensional cuts along the y and z axes,
respectively.
was maximised while the lower order multipole components were set to zero:
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
maximise:
@n RF(y1, ..., ym)
@zn
    
h
subject to:
@i+j+k RF(y1, ..., ym)
@xi@yj@zk
    
h
= 0 (i+j+k=1, ..., n-1).
(5.6)
Here,  RF is the RF electrode basis function, n denotes the order of the
multipole potential, andm is the number of degrees of freedom which is identical
to the number of RF wires (Fig. 5.16). For the optimal 9-wire geometry, the
solution of Eqn. 5.6 is given by {y1, y2, y3, y4} = h⇥{ 1 
p
2+
q
2
 
2 +
p
2
 
, 1 
p
2+
p
4  2p2, 1+p2+
p
4  2p2, 1+p2+
q
2
 
2 +
p
2
 } ⇠= h⇥{0.19891,
0.66818, 1.49661, 5.02734}. Fig. 5.18 demonstrates perfect agreement between
the solution obtained from LP using the OptimalFinitePattern code and that
calculated by solving Eqn. 5.6.
The third approach was based on conformal (or angle-preserving) mapping
of conventional cylindrical trap geometries to strip electrodes on a plane. Thus,
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Figure 5.18: Comparison between the pseudopotentials calculated for the two
optimal 9-wire designs: one obtained from analytical calculations, dashed line,
and the other one deduced from optimiser code OptimalFinitePattern using
Linear Programming (LP), in orange, both implemented in Mathematica [123,
169, 179]. (a) and (b) show one-dimensional contours along the y and z axes,
respectively.
optimal electrode geometries of translationally symmetric SE multipoles, and
analytical expressions of depth, and strength can be derived [124]. As illustrated
in Fig. 5.19, the configuration is parametrised by the angle of ✓w extended by
each strip as seen from the cylinder center, and an azimuthal angle ✓0 of the
center of one strip. The strength of a nth-order guide ↵n, defined as @
n RF
@zn , is
formulated as [124]:
↵n = 2 n
2
⇡
sin(
n✓w
2
)
V
hn
e in✓0 , (5.7)
where V is the applied voltage to strips. Thereby, the maximum value of |↵n|
is reached for ✓w = ⇡n . Figure 5.19 depicts the configuration of an optimal octu-
pole trap showing maximum strength, where ✓w=⇡/4 and ✓0=⇡/4. In this case,
the position of the electrode edges were calculated to be {y1, y2, y3, y4} = h ⇥
{tan   ⇡16  , tan  3⇡16   , cot  3⇡16   , cot   ⇡16 } ⇠= h⇥{0.19891, 0.66818, 1.49661, 5.02734}.
These solutions are exactly identical to those found from the second approach.
Thus, all three approaches generate the same result.
Due to the broken symmetry in SE traps, an ideal multipole field is nat-
urally prohibited, i.e., other multipoles additionally contribute to the trapping
potential. Hence, a nth-order SE multipole is ideal if the lower order terms
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Figure 5.19: The graphical representation of conformal mapping of the optimal
octupole surface-electrode trap. The green triangle and the circle indicate the
trap center and the point on the electrode plane right below the trap center,
respectively, and h is a given trapping height. The geometry is specified by
✓w and ✓0. The configuration illustrates the optimal octupole of maximum
strength for the analytical solution ✓w=⇡/4 and ✓0=⇡/4. The blue lines are
the circle’s tangents extended to the y axis which give the electrode edge posi-
tions {y1, y2, y3, y4}. Because of the rotational symmetry negative y values are
not shown.
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Figure 5.20: (a-b) RF electrode basis functions and (c-d) normalized pseudo-
potentials for the optimised octupolar surface-electrode geometry shown in
Fig. 5.19. The circles are simulations, and the red curves are fits to power
series demonestrating ⇢4 dependency for ⇥RF and ⇢6 dependency for kr⇥RFk2.
dominating at the trapping center are well suppressed. Figure 5.20 shows one-
dimensional cuts through the RF basis function and the normalized pseudopo-
tential as well as fits to power series in the interval [ 0.1 ⇥ h,+0.1 ⇥ h]. In
analogy to three-dimensional multipole traps, the RF potential and pseudopo-
tential of an octupole channel vary with ⇢4 and ⇢6, respectively (Section 2.3).
Here, the contribution of the decapole term which drops with ⇢8 was appre-
ciable, and therefore, the octupole term which varies with ⇢6 is prevalent near
the center. In Fig. 5.20 (a) and (b), the RF potential exhibits negative strength
both in the plane and out of the plane which is explained by non-zero ✓0, while
the pseudupotential is a nearly square-shape three-dimensional well.
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5.4.2 Second optimisation based on FEM using simplex
algorithm
The optimal SE octupole geometry as discussed in the previous section was ana-
lysed using FEM with the inclusion of gaps. The result showed a non-vanishing
RF field at the trapping center which yield three pseudopotential minima, see
Fig. 5.22(i). Consequently, ions would be driven to unwanted regions, those
in which atomic ions are not eﬃciently cooled by lasers. The problem is pro-
nounced in the vertical direction (5.22(i) (c)), and would cause Coulomb crystals
exhibiting unwanted, disordered structures. Thus, the influence of gaps must be
taken into account in the optimisation. Attempts to compensate that force by
the application of static fields would be inadequate because the eﬀect is solely
caused by incorporating gaps to the geometry and is independent of operational
voltages.
Thus to deal with the influence of the gaps, an analytical treatment of the
gaps to the second order of the gap aspect ratio (Section 5.4.3) was employed
by Roman Schmied [169]. Additionally, the obtained geometry was modelled
using FEM as shown in Fig. 5.22(ii) (a-c). The result showed that the trapping
potential still suﬀered from barriers at the central region.
The important insight was that the gap eﬀects cannot be analytically treated
in SE multipoles, because the cancellation of the RF field results from many sur-
face elements, and hence, the channel is very sensitive to any small change in
the geometry. To address this issue, an optimisation process was established
such that RF potentials obtained from FEM were used to generate object-
ive functions numerically to be applied in an optimisation process conducted
by the Nelder-Mead algorithm in MATLAB. The developed code utilized the
LiveLinkTM forMATLAB module to create data for post processing in each itera-
tion. In these calculations, the gap size was fixed to 120 µm, and the geometry
was parametrised by the width of electrodes d1, d2, d3, and d4 as schematically
shown in Fig. 5.21. It is notable that the accuracy of the gapless model is max-
imum when the electrode dimensions are measured from the center of one gap
to the center of another, and not from the true edge of electrodes. The merit
function was given by:
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Figure 5.21: A schematic of the electrode configuration for a 9-wire surface-
electrode octupole trap showing the parameters used in the first and second
optimisation. The change of variables is given by {d1, d2, d3, d4}={2y1  g, y2 
y1   g, y3   y2   g, y4   y3   g}.
F (d1, d2, d3, d4) =  1f
(1) +  2f
(2) +  3f
(3)    4f (4), (5.8)
where the objective functions f (n) were formulated as f (n) = d
nf(d1,d2,d3,d4)
dzn . Here,
the  i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) stands for the weighting factor including transformation
coeﬃcients discussed in Section 5.2.3. To simplify the calculations, we considered
only the derivatives with respect to the vertical direction z. Also note that
the Laplace equation links potential derivatives, and thus, in a translationally
symmetric guide as investigated here, the derivatives with respect to the lateral
direction y were implicitly aﬀected in the calculations. The result demonstrated
successful suppression of the residual fields at the center. Fig. 5.22(iii) (a-c)
shows a large, field-free area of less than 0.1 meV potential.
A one-dimensional cut through the lateral axis y and a 6th-order polynomial
regression fit to this data is presented in Fig. 5.23. It can be clearly seen that
the contribution of quadrupole and hexapole terms are insignificant, and the
potential well is dominated by the octupole term.
5.4.3 Eﬀects of the gaps
This section discusses the influence of gaps on a linear octupolar channel in a
quantitative fashion. The gap aspect ratio tg , as illustrated in Fig. 5.24, was
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Figure 5.22: Results of the optimisation of the octupolar channel using three
methods: (i) the optimised geometry was obtained from analytical calculations
based on gapless plane approximation, (ii) the same as (i) but the gap eﬀects
were taken into account to the second order [169], and (iii) the geometry obtained
from multi-objective optimisation processes using finite element methods (see
text for details). (a) Contour plots of RF basis functions in the (y, z ) plane,
(b) isopotential contour plots of pseudopotentials calculated for Ca+, and (c)
One-dimensional cuts along the z -axis in the vicinity of the center of channels.
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Figure 5.23: One-dimensional contour through the pseudopotential of the op-
timised octupolar channel illustrating the contributions from the quadrupole,
hexapole, and octupole terms along the y-axis.
used to characterize the eﬀect. The aspect ratios were discretely altered for the
octupole trap geometry optimised numerically at t = 550 µm and g =120 µm.
Figure 5.25 presents the RF and pseudopotential generated by those structures.
For the structures featuring tg   4 the changes were found to be insignificant,
see Fig. 5.25 (d-g) (i) and (ii). In contrast, for those of tg  3, the channel has
been strongly degraded (Fig. 5.25 (a-c) (i) and (ii)).
This can be more clearly seen in one-dimensional cuts through the pseudo-
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y
Figure 5.24: A schematic of a gap structure showing the aspect ratio tg . g and
t are the inter-electrode spacing and the trench depth, respectively, and h is
characteristic trapping height.
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Figure 5.25: Variation
of the octupolar
channel profiles as a
function of the trench
depth obtained from
finite element analysis.
(i) Contour plots of RF
basis functions, and (ii)
pseudopotentials for
Ca+ calculated. The
isopotential contours
are separated by 1 meV
and the central one
indicates the 1-meV
potential. Note that in
(a-g) the width of the
electrodes were fixed
at the optimised values
obtained for tg=4.58.
The aspect ratio was
discretely altered from
1 in (a) to 7 in (g).
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Figure 5.26: One-dimensional cuts through the pseudupotentials presented in
Fig. 5.25 along the vertical axis z. The red curve represents the optimised
configuration. The orange line indicates the elevation of 700 µm above the
surface. Optimised channel is indicated in red. As the aspect ratio tg decreases,
the first derivative of the pseudopotential is enhanced.
potentials along the vertical axis z (Fig. 5.26). In case of tg=1, i.e., t = 120 µm,
the minimum of the pseudopotential has been dramatically shifted to 1.034 µm.
The explanation is provided by understanding the distinct role of the gap polar-
ization and interpolation potentials that alter the surface potential. The surface
potentials at the gap locations were extracted from FEM calculations for the
cases shown in Fig. 5.25 (a-g). These results were compared to the interpolation
potential that was analytically calculated for infinity thin electrodes following
Ref. [169], see Fig. 5.27. The deviation of the surface potential from the in-
terpolation potential arises from the polarization potential scaling with the gap
aspect ratio. The eﬀect is pronounced in the octupolar channel because of the
sensitivity of the field-free region to the variation of the surface potential.
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Figure 5.27: Surface electric potentials  (y) computed for the structures shown
in Fig. 5.25. The black line shows the analytically calculated gap interpolation
potential. The inset shows a magnification of  (y) in the closest gap to the
trapping center.
5.4.4 Conclusions
The structure of a SE translationally symmetric octupole trap was optimised,
and the influence of gaps on the trapping potential was explored. Based on these
calculations, we inferred that the characteristics of the channel are a sensitive
function of electrode width as well as inter-electrode spacing. The eﬀect mani-
fests itself in a considerable change of optimal electrode widths as presented in
Table 5.2. Therefore, in the design of SE multipole guides the validity of the
gapless plane approximation must be questioned, particularly in the case of low
gap aspect ratios as well as in electrode structures comparable to the gap size.
As a result, the optimal structures numerically computed for t = 350µm and
t = 550µm are dissimilar.
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Table 5.2: The optimised geometries of the linear SE octupole trap.
Optimisation algorithm Potential mod-elling method
Electrode width [µm]
d1 d2 d3 d4
Linear Programming,
numerical optimisation
analytical in gapless
plane approx. 158 208 460 2352
Numerical optimisation,
including gap eﬀects to 2-nd order
analytical in gapless
plane approx. 165 214 463 2368
Nelder-Mead FEM for t = 550 µm 163 222 462 2375
Nelder-Mead FEM for t = 350 µm 165 221 478 2332
5.5 Quadrupole-to-octupole field junction
To design an quadrupole-to-octupole field junction, which smoothly converts
the quadrupolar potential to an octupolar one along one of the cross junction
arms, similar calculations were performed using the tools developed for the cross
junction (Section 5.2). The result obtained from the first optimisation was
analysed using FEM, which assured that no further refinement was required in
this case.
5.5.1 First optimisation based on analytical calculations
For the first optimisation, the geometry of the quadrupole-to-octupole junction
was parametrised using three splines as discussed in Section 5.2.1, correspond-
ing to 18 parameters. The solutions obtained converged to two surface patterns:
those with a gradually enlarging RF electrodes, and those featuring rather com-
plicated patterns, indicated with J1 and J2 in Fig. 5.28 (a), respectively. The
diﬀerent functionality of J1 and J2 is exhibited by the corresponding pseudopo-
tential profiles. Figure 5.28 (b) illustrates the corresponding pseudopotentials
for J1 and J2 calculated for 40Ca+ at the RF voltage VRF=300 V and the RF
frequency ⌦RF=2⇡ ⇥ 10.0 MHz, where the far quadrupolar channel minimum
is elevated at 700 µm. J1 was obtained from optimisation processes in which
pseudopotential barriers were treated with large weighting factors. Such a pat-
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Figure 5.28: (a) Octupolar-to-quadrupolar junction geometries obtained from
the first optimisation (RF (yellow) and DC (white) electrodes). (b) The pseudo-
potential contour plots for J1 and J2, illustrating variation of the potential
profile along the ion channels.
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Figure 5.29: One-dimensional cuts through pseudopotentials for (a) J1 and (b)
J2 along the vertical axis z, calculated at diﬀerent spots along the ion channels
as specified by the legends. For example, considering the contour at x= 2 mm
in J1 and J2 the quadrupolar contribution is more prevalent in J1 as compared
to J2; however, in J2 the octupolar contribution dominates.
tern can also be intuitively envisioned for an quadrupole-to-octupole junction,
rendering a slow spatial variation of the trapping potential to match the two
extremes. In contrast, it is evident that this transformation occurs in much
shorter distance using J2.
One-dimensional contours of the pseudopotential at six various positions
along the ion path for J1 and J2 are depicted in Fig. 5.29(a) and (b), respect-
ively. The octupolar potential is formed in J1 in 10 mm from its center, while
this is only 4 mm in case of J2, i.e., the shuttling path was eﬀectively reduced.
The pseudopotential barriers calculated at the position of pseudopotential min-
ima for the two structures is compared for N+2 , Ca+, and CaO+, see Fig. 5.30.
Although the pseudopotential barriers in J2 are approximately two times larger,
this is oﬀset by the shorter shuttling distance, and hence has a lower loss rate
of ions, making it the preferable geometry. It is worth noticing that in this type
of junction ions are linearly shuttled along one-dimensional trapping arrays.
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Figure 5.30: The pseudopotential barriers along the ion channel for N+2 , Ca+,
and CaO+ for the optimised junctions J1 and J2.
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Figure 5.31: (a) The optimised geometry of the quadrupole-to-octupole field
junction. (b) The pseudopotential in the (x,z ) plane obtained from finite element
analysis. The isopotential contours are separated by 0.001 eV and the central
one indicates the 0.001-eV potential. (c) The pseudopotential barriers along the
ion channel for Ca+.
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5.5.2 Finite element analysis of the quadrupole-to-octupole
field junction
Figure 5.31(a) shows the structure of J2 after incorporating 120 µm-wide gaps
as well as slight refinements mainly to avoid sharp angles and overly narrow
features. The result of the FEA is presented in Fig. 5.31 (b) illustrating smooth
transitions between the octupole and quadrupole channel. The pseudopoten-
tial calculated for 40Ca+ at VRF=300 V and ⌦RF=2⇡ ⇥ 10.0 MHz shows barri-
ers < 2.2 meV (Fig. 5.31 (c)). These results ensure that the junction forms a
smooth ion channel between the quadrupolar and octupolar regions, and thus,
no further optimization was required.
5.6 Summary
The geometry of the chip has been developed by assembling the individually
optimised components as discussed in this chapter. In Fig. 5.32 the overall
view of the chip with the components is presented. The final size of the chip
was decided considering two factors. First, the optimum distance required for
decoupling the two junctions was calculated to be 14⇥h (the trapping height),
which is 9.8 mm in this case. Second, the total length of the electrodes was
chosen such that the truncation eﬀects were eﬀectively eliminated.
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Figure 5.32: (a) The overall view of the chip. (b) The components as the design
detailed in this chapter. (i) The cross junction, (ii) the quadrupole-to-octupole
field junction, (iii) quadrupolar channel and the backside loading slot, and (iv)
octupolar channel.
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Chapter 6
Manufacturing
This chapter discusses the method for the fabrication of the multi-functional chip
described in the previous chapter. As presented there, optimized features of the
trapping potential (i.e., the suppressed pseudopotential barriers and gradients,
as well as the controlled trapping height) are very sensitive to changes in the
electrode geometry. Therefore, it is crucial to employ a high-precision fabric-
ation technique so that the scale of any geometrical imperfections is negligible
compared to the ion-electrode distance. Recent advancements in micro-electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS) technology oﬀer new possibilities for precise man-
ufacturing of miniaturised traps [85]. The chip is constructed in collaboration
with the Swiss Center for Electronics and Microtechnology CSEM 1.
6.1 Technical aspects
6.1.1 Substrate
The choice of trap substrate is important for a number of reasons. Microfabric-
ated ion traps have been manufactured using various substrate materials which
can broadly be classified into two categories: dielectric or semiconductor. An
important theme in designing RF ion-trap chips is the power dissipation caused
by RF losses which depends on the trap material and its dimensions [85].
1Rue Jaquet-Droz 1, CH-2002 Neuchâtel, Switzerland. http://www.csem.ch
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the chip showing the backside loading slot through
a central electrode of one of the quadrupolar arms. The width of the slot is
120 µm.
Traps with dielectric substrates such as sapphire or fused quartz [90, 181,
199–202] exhibit low RF loss, and electrodes are formed by standard lithographic
techniques [203] on top of the substrate. The main disadvantage is that these
materials are diﬃcult to pattern and high-aspect-ratio electrodes are required
to mitigate issues with exposed dielectrics. This becomes even more demanding
when providing a slot for backside loading, which is often used in SE traps
(Fig. 6.1). For instance, the most diﬃcult part in the fabrication of the state-
of-the-art chip demonstarted in Ref. [90] was found to be mechanical drilling
of loading slots in a quartz substrate [204]. Alumina (Al2O3) wafers have been
widely used in layer traps [205, 206], as well as in a three-dimensional X-junction
[153] and T-junction [152]. These wafers exhibit excellent dielectric properties
from DC to GHz frequencies as well as good thermal conductivity and can be
precisely machined with picosecond lasers2. However, they are not suitable for
our single-layer, large-size chip (44.8mm⇥67.8mm area, see Fig. 5.32) because
of a number of reasons; the high stiﬀness of the alumina wafers leads to high risk
of cracking and issues with mounting and vibration of free-standing electrodes.
In addition, laser machining necessitates a fixed gap size for the entire geometry,
and thus is not useful for the present design (Section 5.3.3 and, e.g., Fig. 5.12).
Another important feature which has been sought after since the advent of
2Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz, Klosterzelgstrasse 2 CH-5210 Windisch, Switzerland.
http://www.fhnw.ch/technik/ippe/dienstleistung
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miniaturised traps is the capability of the trap fabrication method for including
semiconductor technology [96, 207, 208]. In particular, using degenerate silicon3
(i.e., silicon-on-insulator SOI) as the trap substrate [127, 208–210] or as trap
electrodes [94, 211] opens up new possibilities such as the application of high
voltages on microfabricated traps.
Another important consideration with regards to the substrate of SE traps
concerns the implementation of experiments at low temperatures, i.e., in cryo-
stat setups [210, 212–215]. Cryogenic cooling of ion traps is a key technique
in high-precision spectroscopy, cold chemistry, and reaction studies [51, 138].
Moreover, quantum information processing (QIP) and quantum computation
based on trapped-ion processors greatly benefit from this technique due to the
suppression of anomalous heating, and hence, improving the coherence time of
qubits [214, 216–219].
The substrate of the multi-functional chip is a high-purity float-zone silicon
wafer4 which features specifically high resistivity >1000⌦-m. These wafers ex-
hibit a low loss tangent5 ⇡ 10 3 in temperatures around 300K, as well as below
20K (i.e., freeze-out range) according to the temperature dependence of the
mobility of charge carriers [220, 221]. A simulation of electro-thermal eﬀects
caused by the RF power dissipated on some chips showed that these wafers
can be safely used in the RF frequency range of few tens of megahertz [222].
As a result, the device will be operational at room temperature, as well as
at temperatures < 20K. More importantly, arbitrary electrode geometries with
3degenerate or highly doped semiconducor acts as a conductor because the number of
electrons in the conduction band approches that of a metal.
4High-purity, high-resistivity polished silicon wafers, crystal No. 43-0463-10, provided
by Topsil Semiconductor Materials A/S, Siliciumvej 1 DK-3600 Frederikssund, Denmark.
www.topsil.com
5The time-harmonic form of Maxwell-Ampère equation for an insulator with a complex
permittivity ✏ = ✏0 + i✏00 [167], is formulated as:
r⇥H = [(  + !✏00)  i!✏0]E,
where   is the conductivity of the material and ! is the angular frequency of the applied RF
field. The ratio of the conduction to displacement current densities is commonly defined as
loss tangent:
tan  =
  + !✏00
!✏0
.
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high-aspect-ratio gap structures can be precisely manufactured (Section 6.2).
6.1.2 RF phase shift
For designing RF electrodes, pads, and connections, it is vital to avoid RF phase
shifts which cause ion micromotion [108, 125, 223]. In the presence of a phase
shift  RF, the total RF field at the trap centre does not vanish, and is given by:
ERF |h = E0cos(⌦RFt)  E0cos(⌦RFt +  RF),
= E0(cos(⌦RFt)  cos(⌦RFt)cos( RF) + sin(⌦RFt)sin( RF)),
where E0 and ⌦RF denote the RF field amplitude at the trap centre generated by
one RF electrode and the RF frequency. By using the small-angle approximation
for cos( RF) and sin( RF), one obtains:
ERF |h⇡ E0 RFsin(⌦RFt). (6.1)
The response of the ion to this field can be found by assuming x = x0µmsin(⌦RFt):
qERF |h = mx¨,
qE0 RFsin(⌦RFt) = m( ⌦2RF)x0µmsin(⌦RFt),
) x0µm =  qE0 RF
m⌦2RF
, (6.2)
where x0µm is the micromotion amplitude and m is the mass of the ion. The
frequency modulation of the laser field due to the Doppler shift in the rest frame
of the laser-cooled ion is given by k · x0µm =  cos(⌦RFt) [108], where k is the
wave-vector of the laser beam and   is the depth of modulation. The value of
  must be suﬃciently small to allow eﬃcient laser cooling (e.g., <0.25 [125],
see Section 2.2.2). Consider a path length diﬀerence  =1 cm between two RF
electrodes. For ⌦RF= 2⇡ ⇥ 20 MHz, this yields a phase shift,
 RF = 2⇡ ⇥  
 RF
= 360  ⇥ 0.01m
15m
= 0.24 .
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This causes x0µm=62 nm for 40Ca+ which is subjected to E0=9.6⇥104Vm 1
(Eqn. 6.2). By assuming the maximum overlap between the micromotion dir-
ection and the k-vector of the laser beam, one obtains   = 1p
2
⇥ |k|x0µm=0.67.
This issue is avoided by applying the RF voltage to the chip via only one
pad and all RF electrodes are connected in this design (Fig. 5.32). In this way,
any geometrical diﬀerence between the paths supplying potential to the RF
electrodes is avoided. Furthermore, RF electrodes might be coupled diﬀerently
to the electical ground because the resistors and capacitors used are not exactly
identical. This eﬀect can dominate the RF phase shift in extreme cases [223].
Therefore, resistances and capacitive couplings must be measured at the desired
RF frequency once the chip has been fabricated.
6.2 Fabrication method
The fabrication technique is based on standard lithographic methods and deep
reactive ion etching (DRIE) of silicon wafers (Section 6.1.1) [203, 225]. Fig-
ure 6.2 schematically displays the sequence of this procedure [224]. Electrode
geometries are patterned on a 675µm-thick wafer using a photoresist mask and
DRIE (Fig. 6.2 (i-iii)). DRIE is a highly anisotropic etching process based on
reaction with plasma (e.g., SF6 is often used for silicon) which enables the con-
struction of deep trenches and high-aspect-ratio structures [212, 226]. The side
walls of the trenches are sightly sloped (⇡ 2 ) forming undercuts in the struc-
ture (Fig. 6.2 (iii)). Consequently, dielectric surfaces which can be charged by
lasers are eliminated. Then the photoresist is stripped and structure dimensions
are fine tuned. Subsequently, a 2-3 µm layer of SiO2 is grown by thermal ox-
idation. The structure is mechanically milled on the backside (Fig. 6.2 (vi)) to
provide access for backside loading together with a slot through a central elec-
trode of one of the quadrupolar arms (Fig. 6.1). The conductive top structure
is formed by first evaporation of a adhesion layer (0.04 µm titanium) and then
deposition of gold6 with a nominal thickness of 1-µm. At this stage, the Au
flux is directional so that the slightly sloped, vertical side walls are not coated
6Gold is a popular choice for ion traps because of its high work function as well as inertness
[227].
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Bulk wafer 1 mm thick
Photolitho frontside
DRIE frontside
Strip photoresist, cleaning and dimensions fine tuning
Thermal oxidation
(i)
(iii)
(ii)
(iv)
(v)
Dicing
Chipwise cleaning
Backside hole opening
Gold evaporation
Assembly on PCB and wirebonding
(vi)
(viii)
(vii)
(ix)
(x)
High-purity float-zone silicon wafer
Photoresist mask
SiO2Au
Epoxy
PCB
Figure 6.2: A schematic of the fabrication sequence [224]. (i-iii) Patterning of
the bulk silicon using photoresist masks and DRIE. (iv) Stripping photoresist,
cleaning, and dimensions fine tuning. (v) Forming a SiO2 layer by means of
thermal oxidation. (vi) Mechanical drilling on the backside of the structure
while the top surface is protected. (vii) Directional gold coating. (viii) Dicing.
(ix) Cleaning. (x) Assembling the structure on the PCB board and wire bonding.
See text for details.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the wire bonding of the bottom of the trenches.
with gold, resulting in electrical discontinuity between the top and bottom of
the trenches (Fig. 6.2 (vii)). After dicing and cleaning, the structure is epoxied
and assembled on a PCB board which contains in-vacuum electronics of the chip
(Fig. 6.2 (viii-x)).
The precision of manufacturing is ±2µm which is much smaller than the
700µm trapping height. The size of the finest structure in this manufacturing
method is only restricted by practical limits such as voltage breakdown and
mechanical stability of the structure. Each electrode is tapered by a factor of
2⇥t⇥tan2 , where t is the trench depth. For t=350µm, a 25 µm-wide electrode
would be disconnected from the bulk due to the undercuts in the structure. Care
was taken in optimizing the electrode geometries to avoid overly thin electrodes
which may become disconnected. This choice also reduces the risk of damaging
the structure when applying voltages. In particular, for the central bridge of
the cross junction as discussed in Section 5.3.3, the width was constrained to
70 µm.
In ion channel intersections as well as in octupolar channels where the con-
tributions of higher-order multipoles become large, the trench properties aﬀect
the trapping potential (Section 5.4.2). To reduce the sensitivity of the trap-
ping potential, the bottom of the trenches are grounded using large openings
provided for wire bonding (Fig. 6.3). This makes the device robust against
exposed charges, which might be accumulated in the structure, and hence un-
wanted potentials.
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6.3 Final chip features
The previous and current chapters present a detailed discussion about the design
of the multi-functional chip with features summarised as follows:
(1) A single-layer monolithic chip device enables integration of several exper-
imental zones in four linear quadrupolar channels and an octuplar one, where
guiding ions between zones is facilitated by two junction structures.
(2) The trapping centre is generated at about 700µm above the surface. At
this trapping height, anharmonicity eﬀects are still negligible (Section 4.4.3),
and therefore, these contributions would not cause "intrinsic" segregation of
mixed-species ion crystals7.
(3) Gap structures were designed with undercuts, which combined with the
possibility to ground the bottom of the trenches, makes the trap robust to the
eﬀects of exposed dielectrics.
(4) The device is operational at both room temperature and in cryogenic
systems.
(5) There is the capability of backside loading.
7Note that this eﬀect is caused by the trap geometry in a stationary configuration as
opposed to the separation of bicomponent crystals in a shuttling process.
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Conclusions and Outlook
The goal of the project was to first demonstrate sympathetic cooling of molecular
ions in a surface-electrode (SE) radiofrequency trap, and to characterise the
energetic and structural properties of bicomponent Coulomb crystals in the trap
using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation methods. N+2 and CaH+ ions were
confined in the SE trap and cooled by the interaction with laser-cooled Ca+ ions
to secular translational temperatures in the milliKelvin range. The configuration
of trapping potentials generated by the surface electrodes enabled the formation
of three- and two-dimensional bicomponent Coulomb crystals. In addition, a
method for spatially separating the molecular from atomic ions above the surface
of the chip using static control fields was detailed and the eﬀect of the separation
on the shape and energies of ionic species was discussed.
The eﬀects of trap anharmonicities on the shape and energies of bicomponent
crystals were theoretically explored. It was found that anharmonicities appre-
ciably aﬀect the crystal properties in small to medium-sized traps where the
spatial extension of crystals becomes comparable to the smallest anharmonicity
parameter of the specific trap used, but they can be neglected in large, mm-sized
traps such as the six-wire SE trap used. Moreover, the calculations performed
suggest that anharmonicity in the trapping potentials can deliberately be en-
gineered to spatially separate ion species in bicomponent crystals.
Furthermore, a multi-functional, monolithic ion-trap chip has been developed
to enable the integration of several experiments with cold molecular ions. This
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chip features carefully engineered ion channel intersections that enable trans-
porting sympathetically cooled molecular ions in the form of bicomponent crys-
tals. To achieve this, two junctions were designed: a cross between four quad-
rupolar ion channels featuring a central DC bridge which leads to a confining
pseudopotential at the intersection centre, and a quadrupole-to-octupole junc-
tion. The geometry of the all constituent elements of the chip have been obtained
from comprehensive optimisation processes. The resulting work additionally
provides a route for designing and optimising arbitrary SE patterns to precisely
shape trapping potentials.
The next step is the fabrication of the chip, which is currently being executed,
as well as the design and implementation of the electronics of the chip.
Sympathetically-cooled molecular ions will be shuttled together with co-trapped
atomic ions in the presence of cooling laser beams. The figure of merit for the
operation of the chip as a guided-ion beam machine is a minimum loss rate of
molecular ions after many round trips. Coulomb crystallisation of molecular ions
in the SE octupole field can be obtained, and as an interesting investigation the
structure of these crystals can be manipulated. This chip oﬀers new prospects
for a significant simplification of the technological overhead for experiments with
molecular ions, which have thus far mainly relied on complex and costly guided-
ion beam machines [51, 160, 228].
A clear direction of future work is to develop combined experiments for the
investigation of hybrid quantum systems, for instance, hybrid ion-atom traps
[229, 230] or coupling trapped ions to other quantum systems such as mechanical
oscillators [231, 232] as well as confined quantum emitters in an optical cavity
[233]. The integration of a microfabricated trap with a microwave cavity [199]
can also be extended to molecular ions [234]. The integration of microfabricated
optics and imaging systems [235–237] promises the development of modular,
compact devices for experiments with cold and controlled molecules.
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